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FICTION 

 
F  BALZAC  Balzac, Honoré de,  Old Goriot / Penguin Books,1951   
Translation of:  Pere Goriot.  Focuses around the grasping Parisian 
society of the 1820s. 
 
F  BARRY  Barry, Sebastian,  Days without end : a novel /Penguin 
Books, an imprint of Penguin Random House LLC,  2017.  
Entering the U.S. army after fleeing the Great Famine in Ireland, 
seventeen-year-old Thomas McNulty and his brother-in-arms, John 
Cole, experience the harrowing realities of the Indian wars and the 
American Civil War between the Wyoming plains and Tennessee. 
 
F  BOHJALIAN  Bohjalian, Chris,  The flight attendant : a novel 
/Doubleday,  2018  
"From the New York Times bestselling author of The Guest Room, a 
powerful story about the ways an entire life can change in one night: 
A flight attendant wakes up in the wrong hotel, in the wrong bed, with 
a dead man - and no idea what happened. Cassandra Bowden is no 
stranger to hungover mornings. She's a binge drinker, her job with the 
airline making it easy to find adventure, and the occasional blackouts 
seem to be inevitable. She lives with them, and the accompanying 
self-loathing. When she awakes in a Dubai hotel room, she tries to 
piece the previous night back together, counting the minutes until she 
has to catch her crew shuttle to the airport."-- 
 
F  BOWEN  Bowen, Rhys,  The Tuscan child /: Lake Union 
Publishing,  2018   
“In 1944, British bomber pilot Hugo Langley parachuted from his 
stricken plane into the verdant fields of German-occupied Tuscany. 
Badly wounded, he found refuge in a ruined monastery and in the 
arms of Sofia Bartoli. But the love that kindled between them was 
shaken by an irreversible betrayal. Nearly thirty years later, Hugo’s 
estranged daughter, Joanna, has returned home to the English 



countryside to arrange her father’s funeral. Among his personal 
effects is an unopened letter addressed to Sofia. In it is a startling 
revelation. Still dealing with the emotional wounds of her own 
personal trauma, Joanna embarks on a healing journey to Tuscany to 
understand her father’s history, and maybe come to understand 
herself as well. Joanna soon discovers that some would prefer the past 
be left undisturbed, but she has come too far to let go of her father’s 
secrets now.” 
 
F  BRIGGS  Briggs, Patricia  Burn bright /: Ace,  2018.  
"They are the wild and the broken. The werewolves too damaged to 
live safely among their own kind. For their own good, they have been 
exiled to the outskirts of Aspen Creek, Montana. Close enough to the 
Marrok's pack to have its support; far enough away to not cause any 
harm. With their Alpha out of the country, Charles and Anna are on 
call when an SOS comes in from the fae mate of one such wildling. 
Heading into the mountainous wilderness, they interrupt the 
abduction of the wolf--but can't stop blood from being shed. Now 
Charles and Anna must use their skills--his as enforcer, hers as 
peacemaker--to track down the attackers, reopening a painful chapter 
in the past that springs from the darkest magic of the witchborn."-- 
 
F  CORNWELL  Cornwell, Bernard,  The empty throne : a novel 
/Harper, an imprint of HarperCollinsPublishers,  2016  
Britain, early 10th century AD: a time of change. There are new raids 
by the Vikings from Ireland, and turmoil among the Saxons over the 
leadership of Mercia. A younger generation is taking over. Æthelred, 
the ruler of Mercia, is dying, leaving no legitimate heir. The West 
Saxons want their king, but Uhtred has long supported Æthelflaed, 
sister to King Edward of Wessex and widow of Æthelred. Widely loved 
and respected, Æthelflaed has all the makings of a leader -- but could 
Saxon warriors ever accept a woman as their ruler? The stage is set for 
rivals to fight for the empty throne. Uhtred is still suffering from the 
wounds he received in battle. To recover his strength he needs to find 
the sword that caused the injury, but lost amid the battle's blood and 
mud, how could it be traced and who among the Vikings or Saxons 
might be holding it? In the end it is one champion, one hero, who will 



destroy the new Viking threat to Mercia and ultimately decide the fate 
of England. 
 
F  CUSSLER  Cussler, Clive  The gray ghost /: G.P. Putnam's Sons,  
2018.  
"In 1906, a groundbreaking Rolls-Royce prototype known as the Gray 
Ghost vanishes from the streets of Manchester, England, and it is only 
the lucky intervention of an American detective named Isaac Bell that 
prevents it from being lost forever. Not even he can save the good 
name of Marcus Peyton, however, the man wrongly blamed for the 
theft, and more than a hundred years later, it is his grandson who 
turns to Sam and Remi Fargo to help prove his grandfather's 
innocence. But there is even more at stake than any of them know. 
For the car has vanished again, and in it is an object so rare that it has 
the capacity to change lives..."-- 
 
F  DRAY  Dray, Stephanie,  My dear Hamilton : a novel of Eliza 
Schuyler Hamilton /William Morrow, an imprint of 
HarperCollinsPublishers,  2018  
Tells the story of Eliza Schuyler Hamilton, a revolutionary woman 
who, like her new nation, struggled to define herself in the wake of 
war, betrayal, and tragedy. Tells not just as the wronged wife at the 
center of a political sex scandal - but also as a founding mother who 
shaped an American legacy in her own right.-- 
 
F  DU MAURIER  Du Maurier, Daphne,  Rebecca /: Harper,  2006   
A young girl becomes the second Mrs. Max de Winter, only to find that 
she is not the mistress of Manderley. Instead the house and its 
occupants are dominated by the memory of Rebecca, her predecessor. 
 
F  DURST-BENNING  Durst-Benning, Petra,  The flower shop /: 
AmazonCrossing,  2018  
Twenty-year-old Flora Kerner has arrived in Baden-Baden, the 
"Summer Capital of Europe." Having spurned the family seed trade, 
Flora has instead chosen to accept a floristry apprenticeship in the 
famed German spa town. She is a quick study in the art of flower 
arranging, but progress is slower in matters of the heart. As her 



magnificent displays and keen eye soon reverse the fortunes of her 
mentor's shop, she attracts the notice of princesses and other royal 
clientele. Flora's found her passion--or at least she hopes she has. But 
as her new life begins to blossom, does she dare risk everything to 
discover where her true heart lies? 
 
F  ELLIOTT  Elliott, Lexie,  The French girl /: Berkley,  2018.   
They were six university students from Oxford--friends and sometimes 
more than friends--spending an idyllic week together in a French 
farmhouse. It was supposed to be the perfect summer getaway ... 
until they met Severine, the girl next door. For Kate Channing, 
Severine was an unwelcome presence, her inscrutable beauty 
undermining the close-knit group's loyalties amid the already 
simmering tensions. And after a huge altercation on the last night of 
the holiday, Kate knew nothing would ever be the same. There are 
some things you can't forgive. And there are some people you can't 
forget, like Severine, who was never seen again ... Now, a decade 
later, the case is reopened when Severine's body is found in the well 
behind the farmhouse. Questioned along with her friends, Kate stands 
to lose everything she's worked so hard to achieve as suspicion mounts 
around her. Desperate to resolve her own shifting memories and 
fearful she will be forever bound to the woman whose presence still 
haunts her, Kate will find herself buried under layers of deception 
with no one to set her free... 
 
F  EMEZI  Emezi, Akwaeke  Freshwater /: Grove Press,  2018   
Ada begins her life in the south of Nigeria as a troubled baby and a 
source of deep concern to her family. Her parents, Saul and Saachi, 
successfully prayed her into existence, but as she grows into a volatile 
and splintered child, it becomes clear that something went terribly 
awry. When Ada comes of age and moves to America for college, the 
group of selves within her grows in power and agency. A traumatic 
assault leads to a crystallization of her alternate selves: Asughara and 
Saint Vincent. As Ada fades into the background of her own mind and 
these selves, now protective, now hedonistic, move into control, Ada's 
life spirals in a dark and dangerous direction. 
 



F  FEEHAN  Feehan, Christine  Covert game /: Berkley, an imprint 
of Penguin Random House LLC,  2018.  
"Rescuing an industrial spy from the hands of a criminal mastermind is 
a suicide mission for the GhostWalkers. And there's no one more up to 
the task than Gino Mazza. He's the perfect killing machine--a man 
driven by demons so dark and destructive that his blighted soul has 
given up trying to find solace. But his laser-sharp focus on his target 
has transformed into something nearing desire. A treasonous senator 
dangled top secret GhostWalker data in front of a Chinese crime lord, 
and he bit. Zara Hightower, one of the world's leading experts on 
artificial intelligence, was sent in to psychically wipe the crime lord's 
computer network. She succeeded, but at a huge cost. Now she's the 
captive of a man who has descended into paranoid madness. Torture 
and death await her. But GhostWalkers never leave one of their own 
in enemy territory. And it's up to Gino to save Zara, or kill her if it 
turns out she's led them into a trap. Either way, heaven or hell won't 
stop him."-- 
 
F  FEENEY  Feeney, Alice,  Sometimes I lie /: Flatiron Books,  2018.  
Amber wakes up in a hospital. She can't move. She can't speak. She 
can't open her eyes. Though she can hear everyone around her, no one 
knows because she's in a coma. But she doesn't remember what 
happened. And she has a sneaking suspicion her husband had 
something to do with it. Alternating between her paralyzed present, 
the week before her accident, and a series of childhood diaries from 
twenty years ago, the narratives build and collide for an ending that 
leaves readers speechless. This novel delves into the blurred gap 
between who we are and who we'd like to be. 
 
F  FEIST  Feist, Raymond E.,  King of ashes /: Harper Voyager,  2018   
"For centuries, the five great kingdoms of Andalane have coexisted 
peacefully. Then, Steveren Langene, King of Ithrace, known as 
"Firemane" for his brilliant head of red hair, is betrayed by his 
counterparts, and a bitter war engulfs the world. Ithrace, the Kingdom 
of Flames, is destroyed by battle, ending an ancient balance of power. 
As a Free Lord of Osean, Daylon Dumarch owes allegiance to no king, 
but knows it is unwise to betray any of them. So when an abandoned 



infant is found secreted in Daylon's pavilion, he instantly realizes that 
the child must be the missing heir of the slain King Steveren. The child 
is valuable--and vulnerable. A cunning and patient man, Daylon keeps 
the baby's existence secret, sending him to be raised on the Island 
Kingdom of Coaltachin, the Kingdom of Night, where the most 
powerful and lethal soldiers--a Ninja-like warrior sect called the 
Nocusara, the "Hidden Warriors"--are trained. Years later, a young 
man named Declan, also an orphan of unknown parenthood, earns his 
Masters standing as a swordsmith. Blessed with intelligence and skill, 
he unlocks the secret to forging King's Steel, the apex of a 
weaponmaker's art shared by only a few. Yet this precious knowledge 
is also deadly, and Declan is forced to leave his home to safeguard his 
life. Landing in Lord Daylon's provinces, he hopes to start anew. Soon, 
the two young men--an unknowing rightful heir to a throne and an 
exiled swordsmith--will discover their fates entwined, and that the 
legendary, long-ago War of Five Crowns has never truly ended ... and 
that they must see it to conclusion"-- 
 
F  FRAZIER  Frazier, Charles,  Varina : a novel /Ecco, an imprint of 
HarperCollinsPublishers,  2018  
"Her marriage prospects limited, teenage Varina Howell agrees to wed 
the much-older widower Jefferson Davis, with whom she expects the 
secure life of a Mississippi landowner. Davis instead pursues a career 
in politics and is eventually appointed president of the Confederacy, 
placing Varina at the white-hot center of one of the darkest moments 
in American history"-- 
 
F  FREEMAN  Freeman, Brian,  Alter ego /: Quercus,  2018  
When a freak accident kills a driver on the remote roads outside 
Duluth, Jonathan Stride is disturbed to discover that the victim 
appears to be a ghost, with a false identity and no evidence to suggest 
who he really was. What's worse, the man has a gun locked in the 
trunk, and it has recently been fired. It's up to Stride to solve the 
mystery, but there are those who would stop at nothing to stop him. 
 
F  FREEMAN  Freeman, Brian,  The voice inside /: Thomas & Mercer,  
2018   



Four years after serial killer Rudy Cutter was sent away for life, San 
Francisco homicide inspector Frost Easton uncovers a terrible lie: his 
closest friend planted false evidence to put Cutter behind bars. When 
he's forced to reveal the truth, his sister’s killer is back on the streets. 
Desperate to take Cutter down again, the detective finds a new ally in 
Eden Shay. She wrote a book about Cutter and knows more about him 
than anyone. And she's terrified. Because for four years, Cutter has 
been nursing revenge day after stolen day. Staying ahead of the game 
of a killer who’s determined to strike again is not going to be easy. 
Not when Frost is battling his own demons. Not when the game is 
becoming so personal. And not when the killer’s next move is unlike 
anything Frost expected. 
 
F  GALLEGOS  Gallegos, Römulo,  Doña Barbara /: The University of 
Chicago Press,  2012   
"Römulo Gallegos is best known for being Venezuela’s first 
democratically elected president. But in his native land he is equally 
famous as a writer responsible for one of Venezuela’s literary 
treasures, the novel Doña Barbara. Published in 1929 and all but 
forgotten by Anglophone readers, Doña Barbara is one of the first 
examples of magical realism, laying the groundwork for later authors 
such as Gabriel GarcÃa MÃ¡rquez and Mario Vargas Llosa. Following 
the epic struggle between two cousins for an estate in Venezuela, 
Doña Barbara is an examination of the conflict between town and 
country, violence and intellect, male and female. Doña Barbara is a 
beautiful and mysterious woman, “rumored to be a witch,”with a 
ferocious power over men. When her cousin Santos Luzardo returns to 
the plains in order to reclaim his land and cattle, he reluctantly faces 
off against Doña Barbara, and their battle becomes simultaneously one 
of violence and seduction. All of the action is set against the stunning 
backdrop of the Venezuelan prairie, described in loving detail. 
Gallegos’s plains are filled with dangerous ranchers, intrepid cowboys, 
and damsels in distress, all broadly and vividly drawn. A masterful 
novel with an important role in the inception of magical realism, Doña 
Barbara is a suspenseful tale that blends fantasy, adventure, and 
romance. Hailed as “the Bovary of the llano” by Larry McMurtry in his 
new foreword to this book, Doña Barbara is a magnetic and 



memorable heroine, who has inspired numerous adaptations on the big 
and small screens, including a recent television show that aired on 
Telemundo." 
 
F  GARDNER  Gardner, Lisa,  Right behind you : a novel /Dutton,  
2017   
"Eight years ago, Sharlah May Nash's older brother beat their drunken 
father to death with a baseball bat in order to save both of their lives. 
Now thirteen years old, Sharlah has finally moved on. About to be 
adopted by retired FBI profiler Pierce Quincy and his partner, Rainie 
Conner, Sharlah loves one thing best about her new family: They are 
all experts on monsters. Then the call comes in. A double murder at a 
local gas station, followed by reports of an armed suspect shooting his 
way through the wilds of Oregon. As Quincy and Rainie race to assist, 
they are forced to confront mounting evidence: The shooter may very 
well be Sharlah's older brother, Telly Ray Nash, and it appears his 
killing spree has only just begun. All she knows for sure: He's back."-- 
 
F  GAUTREAUX  Gautreaux, Tim.  The clearing / Vintage Books,2004   
In the years before World War I, Byron Aldridge led a charmed life as 
the charismatic heir apparent to a Pennsylvania timber empire; and to 
his younger brother, Randolph, he was both guide and idol. But he 
returned from France a different man and was not home long before 
those festering memories sent him drifting from one settlement to 
another, working as a lawman, and then disappearing altogether. 
Finally his family discovers him in a remote Louisiana mill town, 
promptly buys the property, and puts Randolph in charge of this place 
unlike any he has ever seen, where men are surrounded by cypress 
swamps and menace, leading lives of ceaseless, backbreaking toil 
punctuated only by the brutal entertainments provided by the Sicilians 
who control the whiskey and card games and girls, and by the rough 
justice meted out by the still-tormented Byron. Randolph struggles to 
understand him, and to regain his trust, even as their wives presently 
contend with their own hopes and disappointments and while the 
future grows uncertain yet fearsome all around them. 
 
F  GAY  Gay, Roxane  Difficult women /: Grove Press,  2017   



"A collection of stories of rare force and beauty, of hardscrabble lives, 
passionate loves, and quirky and vexed human connection. The women 
in these stories live lives of privilege and of poverty, are in marriages 
both loving and haunted by past crimes or emotional blackmail. A pair 
of sisters, grown now, have been inseparable ever since they were 
abducted together as children, and must negotiate the elder sister's 
marriage. A woman married to a twin pretends not to realize when 
her husband and his brother impersonate each other. A stripper 
putting herself through college fends off the advances of an 
overzealous customer. A black engineer moves to Upper Michigan for a 
job and faces the malign curiosity of her colleagues and the difficulty 
of leaving her past behind. From a girls' fight club to a wealthy 
subdivision in Florida where neighbors conform, compete, and spy on 
each other, Gay delivers a wry, beautiful, haunting vision of modern 
America reminiscent of Merritt Tierce, Jamie Quatro, and Miranda 
July"-- 
 
F  GENOVA  Genova, Lisa,  Every note played : a novel /Scout Press,  
2018   
A once accomplished concert pianist, Richard now has ALS. As he 
becomes increasingly paralyzed and is no longer able to live on his 
own, Karina becomes his reluctant caretaker. As Richard's muscles, 
voice, and breath fade, both he and Karina try to reconcile their past 
before it's too late. This is a masterful exploration of redemption and 
what it means to find peace inside of forgiveness.--Amazon.com 
 
F  GREATHEAD  Greathead, Kate,  Laura & Emma : a novel /Simon & 
Schuster,  2018   
"A tender, witty debut novel about a single mother raising her 
daughter among the upper crust of New York City society in the late 
twentieth century from a nine-time Moth StorySLAM champion. Laura 
hails from the Upper East Side of Manhattan, born into old money, 
drifting aimlessly into her early thirties. One weekend in 1981 she 
meets Jefferson. The two sleep together. He vanishes. And Laura 
realizes she's pregnant. Enter: Emma. Despite her progressive values, 
Laura raises Emma by herself in the same blue-blood world of private 
schools and summer homes she grew up in, buoyed by a host of 



indelible characters, including her eccentric mother, who informs her 
society friends and Emma herself that she was fathered by a Swedish 
sperm donor; her brother, whose childhood stutter reappears in the 
presence of their forbidding father; an exceptionally kind male 
pediatrician; and her overbearing best friend, whose life has followed 
the Park Avenue script in every way except for childbearing. 
Meanwhile, the apple falls far from the tree with Emma, who begins 
to question her environment in a way her mother never could. Told in 
vignettes that mine the profound from the mundane, with meditations 
on everything from sex and death to insomnia and the catharsis of 
crying on the subway, a textured portrait emerges of a woman 
struggling to understand herself, her daughter, and the changing 
landscape of New York City in the eighties and nineties. Laura & 
Emma is an acutely insightful exploration of class and family warfare 
from a new author whose offbeat sensibility, understated wit, and 
stylish prose celebrate the comedy and pathos that make us human"-- 
 
F  HAIG  Haig, Matt,  How to stop time /: Viking,  2018 
Tom Hazard has a dangerous secret. He may look like an ordinary 41-
year-old, but owing to a rare condition, he's been alive for centuries. 
Tom has lived history--performing with Shakespeare, exploring the 
high seas with Captain Cook, and sharing cocktails with Fitzgerald. 
Now, he just wants an ordinary life. So Tom moves back to London, his 
old home, to become a high school history teacher--the perfect job 
for someone who has witnessed the city's history first hand. Better 
yet, a captivating French teacher at his school seems fascinated by 
him. But the Albatross Society, the secretive group which protects 
people like Tom, has one rule: Never fall in love. As painful memories 
of his past and the erratic behavior of the Society's watchful leader 
threaten to derail his new life and romance, the one thing he can't 
have just happens to be the one thing that might save him. Tom will 
have to decide once and for all whether to remain stuck in the past, 
or finally begin living in the present. 
 
F  HALL  Hall, Parnell,  A puzzle to be named later /: Minotaur 
Books, an imprint of St. Martin's Press,  2017.  



"The Puzzle Lady couldn't be happier.  Matt Greystone, the rookie 
sensation who just signed a huge contract with the Yankees after 
coming to the team as the player to be named later in a trade with 
the Diamondbacks, winning 17 games as a starting pitcher, was coming 
to town to rehab from an arm injury.  A diehard Yankee fan, Cora was 
delighted when Matt invited her to a weekend pool party.  On the plus 
side, she got to meet Derek Jeter.  On the minus side, she had to 
solve a puzzle (that was also named later) and a couple of the guests 
got killed"-- 
 
F  HALL  Hall, Parnell.  Caper / Pegasus Books,2012   
"Poor Stanley Hastings. After getting hired by a hitman and nearly 
getting shot, the put-upon PI needs some fun, so when a gorgeous 
damsel in distress walks through his office door she seems just what 
the doctor ordered"--Publisher. 
 
F  HARRINGTON  Harrington, Rebecca,  Sociable : a novel 
/Doubleday,  2018   
When Elinor Tomlinson moved to New York with a degree in 
journalism, she had visions of writing witty opinion pieces, marrying 
her journalist boyfriend, and attending glamorous parties with 
famously perverted writers. Instead, Elinor finds herself nannying for 
two small children who speak in short, high screams, sleeping on a 
foam pad in a weird apartment, and attending terrible parties with 
Harper’s interns wearing shapeless smocks and clogs. So when Elinor is 
offered a job at Journalism.ly, the digital media brainchild of a Silicon 
Valley celebrity, she jumps at the chance. Sure, her boyfriend is 
writing long think pieces about the electoral college for a real website 
while Elinor writes lists about sneakers and people at parties give her 
pitying glances when she reveals her employer, but at Journalism.ly 
Elinor discovers her true gift: She has a preternatural ability for 
writing sharable content. She is an overnight viral sensation! But 
Elinor’s success is not without cost. Elinor’s boyfriend dumps her, two 
male colleagues insist on “mentoring” her, and a piece she writes 
about her personal life lands her on local television. Destitute, single, 
and consigned to move to a fifth-floor walkup, Elinor must ask herself: 
Is this the creative life she dreamed of? Can new love be found on 



Coffee Meets Bagel? And should she start wearing clogs? With wry 
humor and sharp intelligence that skewers everyone from grand dame 
newspaper columnists to content farm overlords to peacoat-wearing 
lit bros, Sociable is a hilarious tale of one young woman’s search for 
happiness. 
 
F  HERMAN  Herman, Kathy,  Only by death : a novel /David C Cook,  
2018   
"Is Liam Berne a loving son-or a murderer? The second book in the 
Ozark Mountain Trilogy, Only by Death is a thought-provoking suspense 
story of a man who loses everything and learns he must die to find 
life. After much agonizing, Liam Berne takes his mother, who has 
Alzheimer's, to the Sure Foot River and drowns her. A mercy killing, he 
tells himself, to spare her years in a nursing home. And getting his 
inheritance early isn't a bad thing either. Dixie Berne's body is 
recovered and the coroner cannot find any sign of foul play, though 
Liam's sister isn't convinced. Then Liam hears rumors that a twelve-
year-old boy has witnessed the drowning. Terrified that he will be 
discovered, Liam sets out to intimidate the boy into silence. Little 
does Liam know that someone else suspects him--someone who 
intends to make him pay." -- ONIX annotation. 
 
F  HIGGINS  Higgins, Jack,  The midnight bell /: G.P. Putnam's Sons,  
2016   
"The new Sean Dillon novel, a knife-edge story of terrorism and 
revenge, by "the dean of intrigue novelists" (St. Louis Post-Dispatch). 
"The bell tolls at midnight as death requires it." In Washington, D.C., 
on a night full of rain, a woman is struck down and killed by a hit-and-
run driver. But she is not just any woman--she is the assistant to the 
head of the secret White House department known only as the 
Basement. And she had secrets of her own. In the Virgin Islands, 
former president Jake Cazalet receives a warning. He is recuperating 
on a diving trip after successfully helping Sean Dillon and the rest of 
the "Prime Minister's private army" defeat an Al Qaeda operation in 
London. But though AQ may be weakened and facing competition from 
other terrorist upstarts, it is far from dead--and it intends to prove it. 
Soon the ripples from these two events will spread and overlap, not 



only in Washington but around the world. Everyone involved will find 
themselves in the most desperate battle of their lives--and the 
midnight bell will toll."-- 
 
F  HILLERMAN  Hillerman, Anne,  Cave of bones /: Harper,  2018   
"New York Times bestselling author Anne Hillerman brings together 
modern mystery, Navajo traditions, and the evocative landscape of 
the desert Southwest in this intriguing entry in the Leaphorn, Chee, 
and Manuelito series. When Tribal Police Officer Bernadette Manuelito 
arrives to speak at an outdoor character-building program for at-risk 
teens, she discovers chaos. Annie, a young participant on a solo 
experience due back hours before, has just returned and is 
traumatized. Gently questioning the girl, Bernie learns that Annie 
stumbled upon a human skeleton on her trek. While everyone is 
relieved that Annie is back, they're concerned about a beloved 
instructor who went out into the wilds of the rugged lava wilderness 
bordering Ramah Navajo Reservation to find the missing girl. The 
instructor vanished somewhere in the volcanic landscape known as El 
Malpais. In Navajo lore, the lava caves and tubes are believed to be 
the solidified blood of a terrible monster killed by superhuman twin 
warriors. Solving the twin mysteries will expose Bernie to the chilling 
face of human evil. The instructor's disappearance mirrors a long-ago 
search that may be connected to a case in which the legendary Joe 
Leaphorn played a crucial role. But before Bernie can find the truth, 
an unexpected blizzard, a suspicious accidental drowning, and the 
arrival of a new FBI agent complicate the investigation."-- 
 
F  HUNT  Hunt, Dave.  The mind invaders : a novel /  Harvest House 
Publishers,1998   
Contact with the Archons promises psychic powers, but when Ken 
Inman rejects the paranormal, Carla Bertelli, a journalist, is torn 
between her love for Ken and her disbelief in his theory that the 
Archons are demons. 
 
F  ISAAC  Isaac, Catherine,  You me everything /: Pamela Dorman 
Books/Viking,  2018   



"Sick of his lies, cheating ways, and complete lack of interest in 
fatherhood, Jessica left her boyfriend, Adam, only months after she 
gave birth to their son--and never looked back. Adam moved to France 
to follow his dream, unencumbered by a serious relationship and the 
child he never wanted. Ten years later, Susan, Jess's mother, lies in a 
nursing home, battling a debilitating disease. Susan forces Jess to 
recognize what she's always refused to acknowledge: that William 
needs his father in his life. So, Jess and ten-year-old William set off to 
spend the summer at Chau de Roussignol, deep in the rich, sunlit hills 
of the Dordogne, where Adam runs a beautiful hotel. There, Jess has a 
mission: to make Adam fall in love with his own son."-- 
 
F  KING  King, Stephen,  The outsider : a novel /Scribner,  2018   
"An eleven-year-old boy's violated corpse is found in a town park. 
Eyewitnesses and fingerprints point unmistakably to one of Flint City's 
most popular citizens. He is Terry Maitland, Little League coach, 
English teacher, husband, and father of two girls. Detective Ralph 
Anderson, whose son Maitland once coached, orders a quick and very 
public arrest. Maitland has an alibi, but Anderson and the district 
attorney soon add DNA evidence to go with the fingerprints and 
witnesses. Their case seems ironclad...Terry Maitland seems like a 
nice guy, but is he wearing another face?"-- 
 
F  KOONTZ  Koontz, Dean R.  The crooked staircase /: Bantam 
Books,  2018  
"Jane Hawk tracks the powerful DOJ operative at the center of the 
murderous conspiracy that killed her husband, a decorated Marine, 
and now threatens others closest to her."-- 
 
F  LEON  Leon, Donna  The temptation of forgiveness /: Atlantic 
Monthly Press,  2018  
An accident involving the father of a boy suspected of doing drugs 
finds Commissario Guido Brunetti pursuing a series of false and 
contradictory leads before uncovering a long-standing scam and 
unleashing unintentional consequences. 
 



F  MACKINTOSH  Mackintosh, Clare  Let me lie /: Berkley, an 
imprint of Penguin Random House LLC,  2018.  
"Last year, Tom and Caroline Johnson chose to end their lives; one 
seemingly unable to live without the other. Their daughter Anna is 
struggling to come to terms with her parents' deaths, unwilling to 
accept the verdict of suicide. Now with a young baby herself, she 
feels her mother's absence keenly and is determined to find out what 
really happened to her parents. But as Anna digs up the past, someone 
is trying to stop her. Sometimes it's safer to let things lie."-- 
 
F  MACY  Macy, Caitlin,  Mrs. : a novel /Little, Brown and Company,  
2018.  
"In the well-heeled milieu of New York's Upper East Side, coolly 
elegant Philippa Lye is the woman no one can stop talking about. 
Despite a shadowy past, Philippa has somehow married the scion of 
the last family-held investment bank in the city. And although her 
wealth and connections put her in the center of this world, she 
refuses to conform to its gossip-fueled culture. Then, into her 
precariously balanced life, come two women: Gwen Hogan, a 
childhood acquaintance who uncovers an explosive secret about 
Philippa's single days, and Minnie Curtis, a newcomer whose vast 
fortune and frank revelations about a penurious upbringing in Spanish 
Harlem put everyone on alert. When Gwen's husband, a heavy-
drinking, obsessive prosecutor in the US Attorney's Office, stumbles 
over the connection between Philippa's past and the criminal 
investigation he is pursuing at all costs, this insulated society is forced 
to confront the rot at its core and the price it has paid to survive into 
the new millennium. Macy has written a modern-day House of Mirth, 
not for the age of railroads and steel but of hedge funds and overnight 
fortunes, of scorched-earth successes and abiding moral failures. A 
brilliant portrait of love, betrayal, fate and chance, Mrs. marries 
razor-sharp social critique and page-turning propulsion into an 
unforgettable tapestry of the way we live in the twenty-first 
century."--Publisher's description. 
 
F  MCCAMMON  McCammon, Robert R.  Swan song /: Pocket Books,  
2016.  



In a wasteland born of rage and fear, populated by monstrous 
creatures and marauding armies, earth's last survivors have been 
drawn into the final battle between good and evil that will decide the 
fate of humanity: Sister, who discovers a strange and transformative 
glass artifact in the destroyed Manhattan streets... Joshua Hutchins, 
the pro wrestler who takes refuge from the nuclear fallout at a 
Nebraska gas station... and Swan, a young girl possessing special 
powers, who travels along with Josh to a Missouri town where healing 
and recovery can begin with Swan's gift. But the ancient force behind 
earth's devastation is scouring the walking wounded for recruits for its 
relentless army, beginning with Swan herself. 
 
F  MILLER  Miller, Madeline  Circe : a novel /Little, Brown and 
Company,  2018   
Follows Circe, the banished witch daughter of Helios, as she hones her 
powers and interacts with famous mythological beings before a 
conflict with one of the most vengeful Olympians forces her to choose 
between the worlds of the gods and mortals. 
 
F  MOORE  Moore, Christopher,  Noir : a novel /William Morrow, an 
imprint of HarperCollinsPublishers,  2018   
Sammy "Two Toes" Tiffin is the bartender in a scruffy gin joint, with 
street connections that make him the go-to guy for just about 
everything. When one of his schemes goes south and his lady vanishes, 
Sammy follows a tortuous trail from Chinatown to Telegraph Hill to a 
hidden forest enclave in a desperate search to find his girl. 
Meanwhile, a suspicious flying object has been spotted by the Pacific 
Coast near Mount Rainier, followed by a mysterious plane crash in 
Roswell, New Mexico, but the real weirdness is happening in the City 
by the Bay. 
 
F  PARKER  Atkins, Ace,  Robert B. Parker's old black magic : a 
Spencer novel /G. P. Putnam's Sons,  2018   
"Iconic, tough-but-tender Boston PI Spenser delves into the black 
market art scene to investigate a decades-long unsolved crime of 
dangerous proportions. The heist was legendary, still talked about 
twenty years after the priceless paintings disappeared from one of 



Boston's premier art museums. Most thought the art was lost forever, 
buried deep, sold off overseas, or, worse, destroyed as incriminating 
evidence. But when paint chips from the most valuable piece stolen, 
Gentlemen in Black by a Spanish master, arrives at the desk of a 
Boston journalist, the museum finds hope and enlists Spenser's help. 
Soon the cold art case thrusts Spenser into the shady world of black 
market art dealers, aged Mafia bosses, and old vendettas. A five-
million-dollar-reward by the museum's top benefactor, an aged, 
unlikable Boston socialite, sets Spenser and pals Vinnie Morris and 
Hawk onto a trail of hidden secrets, jailhouse confessions, and 
decades-old murders. Set against the high-society art scene and the 
low-life back alleys of Boston, this is classic Spenser doing what he 
does best." "The next installment of Robert B. Parker's Spenser series 
by Ace Atkins"-- 
 
F  PATTERSON PRI 14  Patterson, James,  Princess /: Grand Central 
Publishing,  2018   
Jack Morgan receives an offer he cannot refuse. When the head of the 
world's foremost investigation agency receives at invitation to meet 
Princess Caroline, third in line to the British throne, he boards his 
Gulfstream jet and flies straight to London. The Princess needs 
Morgan's skills, and his discretion. Sophie Edwards, a close friend of 
the Princess, has gone missing. She needs to be found before the 
media become aware of it. Morgan knows there is more to this case 
than he is being told. But what is the Princess hiding? 
 
F  PERETTI  Peretti, Frank E.  This present darkness / Crossway 
Books,2003   
A prayerful pastor and a hard-boiled reporter compare notes and find 
themselves fighting a plot to subjugate the human race. 
 
F  PRONZINI  Pronzini, Bill,  Give-a-Damn Jones /: Forge,  2018   
Give-a-Damn Jones arrives in a small Montana town rife with tensions 
related to a convict's efforts to prove his innocence, a cattleman's 
demand for respect, a snooping editor, and a feud between a dentist 
and a blacksmith. 
 



F  QUICK  Quick, Amanda,  The other lady vanishes /: Berkley,  
2018   
"After escaping from a private sanitarium, Adelaide Blake arrives in 
Burning Cove, California, desperate to start over. Working at an 
herbal teashop puts her on the radar of those who frequent the 
seaside resort town: Hollywood movers and shakers always in need of 
hangover cures and tonics. One such customer is Jake Truett, a 
recently widowed businessman in town for a therapeutic rest. But 
unbeknownst to Adelaide, his exhaustion is just a cover. In Burning 
Cove, no one is who they seem. Behind facades of glamour and power 
hide drug dealers, gangsters, and grifters. Into this make-believe 
world comes psychic to the stars Madame Zolanda. Adelaide and Jake 
know better than to fall for her kind of con. But when the medium 
becomes a victim of her own dire prediction and is killed, they'll be 
drawn into a murky world of duplicity and misdirection. Neither 
Adelaide nor Jake can predict that in the shadowy underground they'll 
find connections to the woman Adelaide used to be--and uncover the 
specter of a killer who's been real all along."-- 
 
F  QUINDLEN  Quindlen, Anna  Alternate side : a novel /Random 
House,  2018  
Some days Nora Nolan thinks that she and her husband, Charlie, lead a 
charmed life--except when there's a crisis at work, a leak in the roof 
at home, or a problem with their twins at college. And why not? New 
York City was once Nora's dream destination, and her clannish dead-
end block has become a safe harbor, a tranquil village amid the urban 
craziness. Then one morning she returns from her run to discover that 
a terrible incident has shaken the neighborhood, and the fault lines 
begin to open: on the block, at her job, especially in her marriage.--
Provided by Publisher. 
 
F  RILEY  Riley, Lucinda  The pearl sister : CeCe's story /Atria 
Books,  2018   
CeCe D'Apliese has always felt like an outcast. But following the death 
of her father--the reclusive billionaire affectionately called Pa Salt by 
the six daughters he adopted from around the globe--she finds herself 
more alone than ever. With nothing left to lose, CeCe delves into the 



mystery of her familial origins. The only clues she holds are a black 
and white photograph and the name of a female pioneer who once 
traversed the globe from Scotland to Australia. One hundred years 
earlier, Kitty McBride, a clergyman's daughter, abandoned her 
conservative upbringing to serve as the companion to a wealthy 
woman traveling from Edinburgh to Adelaide. Her ticket to a new land 
brings the adventure she dreamed of. 
 
F  ROBERTS  Roberts, Nora,  Shelter in place /: St. Martin's Press,  
2018   
Sometimes, there is nowhere safe to hide. It was a typical evening at 
a mall outside Portland, Maine. Three teenage friends waited for the 
movie to start. A boy flirted with the girl selling sunglasses. Mothers 
and children shopped together, and the manager at the video-game 
store tending to customers. Then the shooters arrived. The chaos and 
carnage lasted only eight minutes before the killers were taken down. 
But for those who lived through it, the effects would last forever. In 
the years that followed, one would dedicate himself to a law 
enforcement career. Another would close herself off, trying to bury 
the memory of huddling in a ladies' room, hopelessly clutching her cell 
phone--until she finally found a way to pour her emotions into her art. 
But one person wasn't satisfied with the shockingly high death toll at 
the DownEast Mall. And as the survivors slowly heal, find shelter, and 
rebuild, they will discover that another conspirator is lying in wait--
and this time, there might be nowhere safe to hide. 
 
F  ROSENBERG  Rosenberg, Joel C.,  The Kremlin conspiracy /: 
Tyndale House Publishers, Inc.,  2018   
"New York Times bestselling author Joel C. Rosenberg returns with a 
high-stakes political thriller set in Russia. Everything he learned to 
protect the president, he must use to take out theirs. With an 
American president distracted by growing tensions in North Korea and 
Iran, an ominous new threat is emerging in Moscow. A czar is rising in 
the Kremlin, a Russian president feverishly consolidating power, 
silencing his opposition, and plotting a brazen and lightning-fast 
military strike that could rupture the NATO alliance and bring 
Washington and Moscow to the brink of nuclear war. But in his blind 



spot is the former U.S. Secret Service agent, Marcus Ryker, trained to 
protect but ready to kill to save his country"-- 
 
F  SAYERS  Sayers, Dorothy L.  Have his carcase / Hodder and 
Stoughton,1977   
A must-read for fans of Agatha Christie's Poirot and Margery 
Allingham's Campion Mysteries, Lord Peter Wimsey is the immortal 
amateur sleuth created by Dorothy L Sayers. A young woman falls 
asleep on a deserted beach and wakes to discover the body of a man 
whose throat has been slashed from ear to ear . . . The young woman 
is the celebrated detective novelist Harriet Vane, once again drawn 
against her will into a murder investigation in which she herself could 
be a suspect. Lord Peter Wimsey is only too eager to help her clear 
her name. 
 
F  SHIPMAN  Shipman, Viola,  The recipe box : a novel with recipes. 
Thomas Dunne Books, an imprint of St. Martin's Press,  2018.  
Growing up in northern Michigan, Samantha "Sam" Mullins felt trapped 
on her family's orchard and pie shop, so she left with dreams of 
making her own mark in the world. But life as an overworked, 
undervalued sous chef at a reality star's New York bakery is not what 
Sam dreamed.  When the chef embarrasses Sam, she quits and returns 
home. Unemployed, single, and defeated, she spends a summer 
working on her family's orchard, cooking and baking alongside the 
women in her life--including her mother, Deana, and grandmother, 
Willo. One beloved, flour-flecked, ink-smeared recipe at a time, Sam 
begins to learn about and understand the women in her life, her 
family's history, and her passion for food through their treasured 
recipe box. As Sam discovers what matters most she opens her heart 
to a man she left behind, but who now might be the key to her 
happiness.--from Publishers description. 
 
F  SHRIVER  Shriver, Lionel.  Big brother : a novel /  Harper,2013   
When her massively overweight brother, a once slim, hip New York 
Jazz pianist, comes for a visit, Pandora is forced to choose between 
her exercise fanatic husband and her brother, who desperately needs 
her support in losing weight. 



 
F  SIMMONS  Simmons, Dan.  The fall of Hyperion / Doubleday,1990   
The mysterious Time Tombs are opening and the Shrike that has risen 
from them may well control the fate of all mankind. The Ousters are 
laying siege to the Hegemony of Man and the AIs we created have 
turned against us to build the Ultimate Intelligence: God…The God of 
Machines. His genesis could mean annihilation for man. Something is 
drawing the hegemony, the Ousters, the AIs, the entire universe to 
the Shrike. 
 
F  SIMMONS  Simmons, Dan.  The rise of Endymion / Bantam 
Books,1998   
The concluding fourth volume of the Hyperion saga has the Catholic 
Church experiencing a resurgence due to a newfound ability to 
resurrect the dead, while Aenea, the new messiah, and her protector 
Raul Endymion, try to find a way to liberate humanity. 
 
F  SINGER  Singer, Isaac Bashevis,  Enemies, a love story / Farrar, 
Straus and Giroux,1972   
Almost before he knows it, Herman Broder, refugee and survivor of 
World War II, has three wives: Yadwiga, the Polish peasant who hid 
him from the Nazis; Masha, his beautiful and neurotic true love; and 
Tamara, his first wife, miraculously returned from the dead. 
Astonished by each new complication, and yet resigned to a life of 
evasion, Herman navigates a crowded, Yiddish New York with a sense 
of perpetually impending doom. 
 
F  SOULJAH  Souljah,  The coldest winter ever : a novel /  
Washington Square Press,1999   
"Renowned hip-hop artist, political activist, and bestselling author 
Sister Souljah brings the streets of New York to life in a powerful and 
utterly unforgettable first novel. “I came busting into the world during 
one of New York's worst snowstorms, so my mother named me 
Winter.” Ghetto-born, Winter is the young, wealthy daughter of a 
prominent Brooklyn drug-dealing family. Quick-witted, sexy, and 
business-minded, she knows and loves the streets like the curves of 
her own body. But when a cold Winter wind blows her life in a 



direction she doesn't want to go, her street smarts and seductive skills 
are put to the test of a lifetime. Unwilling to lose, this ghetto girl will 
do anything to stay on top. " 
 
F  STAR WARS FRY  Fry, Jason,  Star wars, the last Jedi /: Del Rey,  
2018   
An official novelization of the "Star Wars" film continues the epic 
adventures of Rey, Finn, Poe, and Luke Skywalker. New heroes 
emerge to take up arms against the First Order: Rey, the orphan 
strong in the Force; Finn, the ex-stormtrooper who stands against his 
former masters; and Poe Dameron, the fearless X-wing pilot, have 
been drawn together to fight side-by-side with General Leia Organa 
and the Resistance. But the First Order's Supreme Leader Snoke and 
his merciless enforcer Kylo Ren are adversaries with superior numbers 
and devastating firepower at their command. The champions of light 
may finally be facing their extinction. Their only hope rests with a lost 
legend: Jedi Master Luke Skywalker.-- 
 
F  STAR WARS OLDER  Older, Daniel Jose.  Last shot /: Del Rey,  
2018  
"THEN: It’s one of the galaxy’s most dangerous secrets: a mysterious 
transmitter with unknown power and a reward for its discovery that 
most could only dream of claiming. But those who fly the Millennium 
Falcon throughout its infamous history aren’t your average scoundrels. 
Not once, but twice, the crew of the Falcon tries to claim the elusive 
prize, first, Lando Calrissian and the droid L3-37 at the dawn of an 
ambitious career, and later, a young and hungry Han Solo with the 
help of his copilot, Chewbacca. But the device’s creator, the volatile 
criminal Fyzen Gor, isn’t interested in sharing. And Gor knows how to 
hold a grudge. . . .NOW: It’s been ten years since the rebel hero Han 
Solo last encountered Fyzen Gor. After mounting a successful rebellion 
against the Empire and starting a family with an Alderaanian princess, 
Han hasn’t given much thought to the mad inventor. But when Lando 
turns up at Han’s doorstep in the middle of the night, it’s Fyzen’s 
assassins that he’s running from. And without Han’s help, Lando “and 
all life on Cloud City” will be annihilated. With the assistance of a 
young hotshot pilot, an Ewok slicer prodigy, the woman who might be 



the love of Lando’s life, and Han’s best and furriest friend, the two 
most notorious scoundrels in the New Republic are working together 
once more. They’ll have to journey across the stars “and into the 
past” before Gor uses the device’s power to reshape the galaxy." 
 
F  STEEL  Steel, Danielle,  The cast : a novel /Delacorte Press,  
2018  
"Kait Whittier has built her magazine column into a hugely respected 
read followed by fans across the country. She loves her work and 
adores her grown children, treasuring the time they spend together. 
But after two marriages, she prefers to avoid the complications and 
uncertainties of a new love. Then, after a chance meeting with Zack 
Winter, a television producer visiting Manhattan from Los Angeles, 
everything changes. Inspired by the true story of her own indomitable 
grandmother, Kait creates the storyline for a TV series. And when she 
shares her work with Zack, he is impressed and decides to make this 
his next big-budget project. Within weeks, Kait is plunged into a 
colorful world of actors and industry pros who will bring her vision to 
life...But in the midst of this charmed year, she is suddenly forced to 
confront the greatest challenge a mother could ever know."-- 
 
F  STERNE  Sterne, Laurence,  The life and opinions of Tristram 
Shandy, gentleman / Modern Library,2004   
Rich in playful double entendres, digressions, formal oddities, and 
typographical experiments, The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, 
Gentleman provoked a literary sensation when it first appeared in 
England in a series of volumes from 1759 to 1767. An ingeniously 
structured novel (about writing a novel) that fascinates like a verbal 
game of chess, Tristram Shandy is the most protean and playful 
English novel of the eighteenth century and a celebration of the art of 
fiction; its inventiveness anticipates the work of Joyce, Rushdie, and 
Fuentes in our own century. This Modern Library Paperback is set from 
the nine-volume first edition from 1759. 
 
F  SU  Su, Wei,  The invisible valley : a novel /Small Beer Press,  
2018   



"A teenager working in a mountain encampment during the Chinese 
Cultural Revolution yearns for romance and excitement"-- 
 
F  SUSKIND  Süskind, Patrick.  Perfume : the story of a murderer /  
A.A. Knopf,1986   
In 1738, an orphaned child is given to the monks as a charity case.  
Although he has no smell at all himself, he possesses an absolute sense 
of smell. He can smell the very composition of objects, and their 
history. 
 
F  SYMONS  Symons, Julian,  Something like a love affair / 
Mysterious Press,1992   
There are times when Judith Lassiter feels content, perhaps even 
happy. She is content to be married to a well-heeled architect who 
graciously remembers their fifteenth anniversary with fifteen red 
roses. She is content with Green Diamonds, the house her husband 
designed, the envy of their acquaintances. She is content with her life 
in the town of Wyfleet, content with her financial status, even 
content with her appearance. Then why does Judith write herself 
imaginary love letters in the solitude of her bedroom? Why does she 
take on a very real lover several years her junior? Why does she 
believe she can redeem her life only by taking another's, employing 
the unlady-like recourse of a professional hit man? 
 
F  TAVARES  Tavares, Frank,  The man who built boxes : and other 
stories /Bacon Press Books,  2013   
"In these twelve stories, you’ll meet a remarkable cast of complex, 
quirky characters tangled up in the limits they’ve put on their lives. 
Driven by love or loneliness, like the man in the title, they’ve boxed 
themselves in. Frank Tavares tells their stories with humor and 
compassion. And while the themes may be familiar - crumbling 
marriages, feuding neighbors, sparring business partners, and the 
endless searching for what might have been - here they become fresh, 
unpredictable, and surprising. This exciting debut collection from a 
first-rate storyteller will haunt and fascinate you long after you finish 
reading.  



F  THAYER  Thayer, Nancy,  A Nantucket wedding : a novel 
/Ballantine Books,  2018   
"Wedding bells are ringing, a family is reunited, and new love is 
blooming--for better or worse--in this captivating novel from the New 
York Times bestselling author of The Island House and Secrets in 
Summer. A few years after losing her beloved husband, Alison is doing 
something she never thought she would do again: getting married. 
While placing the finishing touches on her summer nuptials, Alison is 
anxious to introduce her fiancé, David, to her grown daughters: 
Felicity, a worried married mother of two, and Jane, also married but 
focused on her career. The sisters have a somewhat distant 
relationship and Alison hopes that the wedding and the weeks leading 
up to the ceremony will give the siblings a chance to reconnect, as 
well as meet and get to know David's grown children.  As the summer 
progresses, it is anything but smooth sailing. Felicity stumbles upon a 
terrible secret that could shatter her carefully cultivated world. Jane 
finds herself under the spell of her soon-to-be stepbrother, Ethan, 
who is as charming as he is mysterious. And even Alison is surprised 
(and slightly alarmed) by her new blended family. Revelations, 
intrigue, resentments--as the Big Day approaches, will the promise of 
bliss be a bust?     
 
F  TORO  Toro, Guillermo del,  The shape of water /: Feiwel & 
Friends,  2018   
"It is 1962, and Elisa Esposito—mute her whole life, orphaned as a 
child—is struggling with her humdrum existence as a janitor working 
the graveyard shift at Baltimore’s Occam Aerospace Research Center. 
Were it not for Zelda, a protective coworker, and Giles, her loving 
neighbor, she doesn’t know how she’d make it through the day. Then, 
one fateful night, she sees something she was never meant to see, the 
Center’s most sensitive asset ever: an amphibious man, captured in 
the Amazon, to be studied for Cold War advancements. The creature 
is terrifying but also magnificent, capable of language and of 
understanding emotions, and Elisa can’t keep away. Using sign 
language, the two learn to communicate. Soon, affection turns into 
love, and the creature becomes Elisa’s sole reason to live. But outside 
forces are pressing in. Richard Strickland, the obsessed soldier who 



tracked the asset through the Amazon, wants nothing more than to 
dissect it before the Russians get a chance to steal it. Elisa has no 
choice but to risk everything to save her beloved. With the help of 
Zelda and Giles, Elisa hatches a plan to break out the creature. But 
Strickland is on to them. And the Russians are, indeed, coming." 
 
F  TULLY  Tully, Daniela,  Hotel on shadow lake /: Thomas Dunne 
Books/St. Martin's Press,  2018.  
"Suspenseful and compelling, Daniela Tully's Hotel on Shadow Lake is 
at once an intricate mystery, an epic romance, and a Gothic family 
saga. When Maya was a girl in Germany, her grandmother was 
everything to her: teller of magical fairy tales, surrogate mother, best 
friend. Then, shortly after Maya's sixteenth birthday, her grandmother 
disappeared without a trace, leaving Maya with only questions to fill 
the void. Twenty-seven years later, her grandmother's body is found in 
a place she had no connection to: the Montgomery Resort in upstate 
New York. How did she get there? Why had she come? Desperate for 
answers, Maya leaves her life in Germany behind and travels to 
America, where she is drawn to the powerful family that owns the 
hotel and seemingly the rest of the town. Soon Maya is unraveling 
secrets that go back decades, from 1910s New York to 1930s Germany 
and beyond. But when she begins to find herself spinning her own lies 
in order to uncover the circumstances surrounding her grandmother's 
death, she must decide whether her life and a chance at true love are 
worth risking for the truth." -- 
 
F  UPDIKE  Updike, John,  S. : a novel /Random House Trade 
Paperbacks,  2013.  
New Englander Sarah Worth goes west to join a Hindu commune in 
Arizona. There she mingles with the other sannyasins (pilgrims) in the 
difficult attempt to subdue ego and achieve salvation and release 
from illusion. 
 
F  URIS  Uris, Leon,  Battle cry /:  1953   
This is the story of enlisted men – Marines – at the beginning of World 
War II. They are a rough–and–ready tangle of guys from America's 
cities and farms and reservations. Led by a tough veteran sergeant, 



these soldiers band together to emerge as part of one of the most 
elite fighting forces in the world. With staggering realism and detail, 
we follow them into intense battles – Guadalcanal and Tarawa – and 
through exceptional moments of camaraderie and bravery. Battle Cry 
does not extol the glories of war, but proves itself to be one of the 
greatest war stories of all time. 
 
F  URREA  Urrea, Luis Alberto.  The house of broken angels : a 
novel /Little, Brown and Company,  2018.  
"In Urrea's exuberant new novel of Mexican-American life, 70-year-old 
patriarch Big Angel de la Cruz is dying, and he wants to have one last 
birthday blowout. Unfortunately, his 100-year-old mother, America, 
dies the week of his party, so funeral and birthday are celebrated one 
day apart. The entire contentious, riotous de la Cruz clan descends on 
San Diego for the events--"High rollers and college students, prison 
veternaos and welfare mothers, happy kids and sad old-timers and 
pinches gringos and all available relatives." Not to mention figurative 
ghosts of the departed and an unexpected guest with a gun. Taking 
place over the course of two days, with time out for an extended 
flashback to Big Angel's journey from La Paz to San Diego in the 1960s, 
the narrative follows Big Angel and his extended familia as they air old 
grievances, initiate new romances, and try to put their relationships in 
perspective. Of the large cast, standouts include Perla, Big Angel's 
wife, the object of his undimmed affection; Little Angel, his half-
Anglo half-brother, who strains to remain aloof; and Lalo, his son, 
trailing a lifetime of bad decisions. Urrea (The Hummingbird's 
Daughter) has written a vital, vibrant book about the immigrant 
experience that is a messy celebration of life's common joys and 
sorrows" -- Publisher's weekly. 
 
F  VIDAL  Vidal, Gore,  Washington, D.C. : a novel /  Vintage 
International,2000   
A new age of media politics emerges when conservative senator Clay 
Overbury begins his quest for the Presidency during World War II, and 
receives help from liberal newspaper tycoon Blaise Sanford. 
 



F  WARD  Ward, J. R.,  The thief /: Ballantine Books, an imprint of 
Random House,  2018  
Longing for the man she left behind when she ran from a drug lord's 
family, former cat burglar Sola Morte returns to her past when he falls 
into a coma, but his secret may have her running again. 
 
F  WATERS  Waters, Sarah,  Fingersmith / Riverhead Books,2002   
Sue Trinder, an orphan raised in a household of thieves, agrees to 
participate in a scheme cooked up by her mother and a scoundrel 
known as the Gentleman to cheat naive country gentlewoman Maud 
Lilly out of her fortune, but everything starts to go wrong when Sue 
finds herself falling in love with Maud, who, if things go as planned, is 
headed for an insane asylum. 
 
F  WAUGH  Waugh, Evelyn,  The end of the battle / Back Bay 
Books,2000   
Last book in the trilogy, and sequel to Men at arms and Officers and 
gentlemen. 
 
F  WHITE  White, Randy Wayne  Caribbean rim /: G.P. Putnam's 
Sons, an imprint of Penguin Random House LLC,  2018  
"Marine biologist Doc Ford has been known to help his friends out of 
jams occasionally, but he's never faced a situation like this. His old pal 
Carl Fitzpatrick has been chasing sunken wrecks most of his life, but 
now he's run afoul of the Florida Division of Historical Resources. Its 
director, Leonard Nickelby, despises amateur archaeologists, which is 
bad enough, but now he and his young "assistant" have disappeared--
along with Fitzpatrick's impounded cache of rare Spanish coins and the 
list of uncharted wreck sites Fitz spent decades putting together. 
Some of Fitz's own explorations have been a little...dicey, so he can't 
go to the authorities. Doc is his only hope. But greed makes people do 
terrible things: rob, cheat, even kill. With stakes this high, there's no 
way the thieves will go quietly--and Doc's just put himself in their 
crosshairs"-- 
 
 
 



F  WIESEL  Wiesel, Elie,  The oath / Random House1973   
"When a Christian boy disappears in a fictional Eastern European town 
in the 1920s, the local Jews are quickly accused of ritual murder. 
There is tension in the air and a pogrom threatens to erupt. Suddenly, 
an extraordinary man, Moshe the dreamer, a madman and mystic, 
steps forward and confesses to a crime he did not commit, in a vain 
attempt to save his people from certain death. The community 
gathers to hear his last words, a plea for silence, and everyone 
present takes an oath: whoever survives the impending tragedy must 
never speak of the town’s last days and nights of terror. For fifty years 
the sole survivor keeps his oath, until he meets a man whose life 
depends on hearing the story, and one man’s loyalty to the dead 
confronts head-on another’s reason to go on living. One of Wiesel’s 
strongest early novels, this timeless parable about the Jews and their 
enemies, about hate, family, friendship, and silence, is as powerful, 
haunting, and significant as it was when first published in 1973." 
 
F  WILLIAMS  Williams, Beatriz,  Along the infinite sea : a novel 
/Berkley Books,  2016.  
"In the autumn of 1966, Pepper Schuyler's problems are in a class of 
their own. To find a way to take care of herself and the baby she 
carries, the result of an affair with a married, legendary politician, 
she fixes up a beautiful and rare vintage Mercedes and sells it at 
auction. But the car's new owner, the glamorous Annabelle 
Dommerich, has her own secrets: a Nazi husband, a Jewish lover, a 
flight from Europe, and a love so profound it transcends decades. As 
the many threads of Annabelle's life before the Second World War 
stretch out to entangle Pepper in 1960s America, and the father of her 
unborn baby tracks her down to a remote town in coastal Georgia, the 
two women must come together to face down the shadows of their 
complicated pasts." 
 
F  WILLIS  Willis, Connie.  To say nothing of the dog, or, How we 
found the bishop's bird stump at last / Bantam Books,1998   
Time-travel researcher Ned Henry shuttles back and forth between 
the 21st century and the 1940s in order to correct an incongruity 
brought forward from the past. 



 
F  WILSON  Wilson, Daniel H.  Robopocalypse / Doubleday,2011   
Two decades into the future humans are battling for their very 
survival when a powerful AI computer goes rogue, and all the 
machines on earth rebel against their human controllers. 
 
F  ZOLA  Zola, Émile,  Germinal /: Penguin Books,  2004   
"The thirteenth novel in Émile Zola’s great Rougon-Macquart 
sequence, Germinal expresses outrage at the exploitation of the many 
by the few, but also shows humanity’s capacity for compassion and 
hope. Etienne Lantier, an unemployed railway worker, is a clever but 
uneducated young man with a dangerous temper. Forced to take a 
back-breaking job at Le Voreux mine when he cannot get other work, 
he discovers that his fellow miners are ill, hungry, and in debt, unable 
to feed and clothe their families. When conditions in the mining 
community deteriorate even further, Lantier finds himself leading a 
strike that could mean starvation or salvation for all." 
 

NON-FICTION 
 
153.42 ROS  Rosling, Hans,  Factfulness : ten reasons we're wrong 
about the world-- and why things are better than you think 
/Flatiron Books,  2018   
When asked simple questions about global trends--what percentage of 
the world's population live in poverty; why the world's population is 
increasing; how many girls finish school--we systematically get the 
answers wrong. So wrong that a chimpanzee choosing answers at 
random will consistently outguess teachers, journalists, Nobel 
laureates, and investment bankers.  In Factfulness, Professor of 
International Health and global TED phenomenon Hans Rosling, 
together with his two long-time collaborators, Anna and Ola, offers a 
radical new explanation of why this happens. They reveal the ten 
instincts that distort our perspective--from our tendency to divide the 
world into two camps (usually some version of us and them) to the 
way we consume media (where fear rules) to how we perceive 
progress (believing that most things are getting worse). 
 



155.642 TAI  Taitz, Jennifer L.,  How to be single and happy : 
science-based strategies for keeping your sanity while looking for a 
soul mate /TarcherPerigee,  2018   
"An inspiring, evidence-based guide for single women on how to 
navigate the stressful world of modern dating while living their best, 
happiest life, whether solo or coupled up. It's ironic. There are more 
ways to meet a mate than ever before (just swipe the latest dating 
app), yet there are more single women than at any time in recent 
history. No wonder so many of us feel frustrated by the process of 
looking for a partner. From painful trends like "ghosting" to relatives' 
and friends' well-meaning questions ("Why are you still single?"), it's 
tough to avoid feeling "less-than" if you don't have a plus-one. Dr. 
Jenny Taitz, a respected clinical psychologist, has been there herself, 
and her new book, How to Be Single and Happy, offers readers a dose 
of mindfulness, self-compassion, plus a wealth of tools to live a more 
joyful and meaningful life, using her training as a board-certified 
expert in cognitive behavioral therapy and dialectical behavior 
therapy. Drawing on the latest clinical research (Did you know that 
worrying about being single can interfere with your thinking?), 
hundreds of patient interviews, and principles of positive psychology, 
Dr. Taitz challenges some popular myths about women and love: that 
a woman's relationship status has anything to do with her worth; that 
finding a relationship is a cure-all for unhappiness and that women 
need to suppress what they want (or play by an arbitrary set of "rules") 
to secure a relationship. Instead, this wise and empowering guide 
gives readers strategies to stop overanalyzing romantic encounters, 
get over regrets or guilt about failed relationships (not to mention 
guys who ghosted), and identify and cultivate the mindset, values and 
connections that make them most fulfilled. Dr. Taitz also shares 
proven strategies for identifying what they want and need in a 
partner--and becoming more skillful daters in the process. But more 
important, it makes clear what it takes to build a fulfilling life right 
now. Because ultimately, the only person who can make you happy is 
you"-- 
 



158.4 PAL  Palmieri, Jennifer.  Dear Madam President : an open 
letter to the women who will run the world /Grand Central 
Publishing,  2018   
All across the world, women are rising to incredible heights of 
leadership -- in their communities, in their careers, and in public 
office. One of them will become America's first woman president. This 
book is for them and for all women seeking to cast off a man's version 
of how a woman leader should act, talk, and dress. Jennifer Palmieri 
uses hard-earned experiences and lessons from her days in politics, 
including the Obama White House and the Hillary Clinton presidential 
campaign, to pen an open letter to the first woman president and all 
women seeking positions of power to forge a new model of leadership 
that fully embraces their feminine qualities and demonstrates that 
women can best serve by being themselves.   
 
230 PAR  Parini, Jay,  The way of Jesus : living a spiritual and 
ethical life /Beacon Press,  2018   
"Part guide to Christian living, part spiritual autobiography, The Way 
of Jesus is Jay Parini's exploration of what Jesus really meant, his 
effort to put love first in our daily lives. Called "one of those writers 
who can do anything" by Stacy Schiff in the New York Times Book 
Review, Parini--a lifelong Christian who has at times wavered and 
questioned his beliefs--recounts his own efforts to follow Jesus's 
example, examines the contours of Christian thinking, and describes 
the solace and structure one can find in the rhythms of the church 
calendar. Parini's refreshingly undogmatic approach to Christian 
thinking incorporates teachings from other religions, as well as from 
poets and other writers who have helped Parini along his path to 
understanding"-- 
 
234.23 CAR  Carter, Jimmy,  Faith : a journey for all /Simon & 
Schuster,  2018   
All his life, President Jimmy Carter has been a courageous exemplar of 
faith. Now he shares the lessons he learned. He writes, "The issue of 
faith arises in almost every area of human existence, so it is important 
to understand its multiple meanings. In this book, my primary goal is 
to explore the broader meaning of faith, its far-reaching effect on our 



lives, and its relationship to past, present, and future events in 
America and around the world. The religious aspects of faith are also 
covered, since this is how the word is most often used, and I have 
included a description of the ways my faith has guided and sustained 
me, as well as how it has challenged and driven me to seek a closer 
and better relationship with people and with God." 
 
248.4 MEY  Meyer, Joyce,  Living a life you love : embracing the 
adventure of being led by the Holy Spirit /Faith Words,  2018   
Encourages readers to shift their perspectives on their day-to-day 
experiences so that they can learn to love every moment in life and 
accept the happiness that is promised by God. 
 
252.0613 KIN  King, Martin Luther,  Strength to love / 
Fortress,2010   
A collection of sermons by this martyred Black American leader which 
explains his convictions in terms of the conditions and problems of 
contemporary society. 
 
270.1 EHR  Ehrman, Bart D.  The triumph of Christianity : how a 
forbidden religion swept the world /Simon & Schuster,  2018.  
In The Triumph of Christianity, Bart Ehrman, a master explainer of 
Christian history, texts, and traditions, shows how a religion whose 
first believers were twenty or so illiterate day laborers in a remote 
part of the empire became the official religion of Rome, converting 
some thirty million people in just four centuries. The Triumph of 
Christianity combines deep knowledge and meticulous research in an 
eye-opening, immensely readable narrative that upends the way we 
think about the single most important cultural transformation our 
world has ever seen - one that revolutionized art, music, literature, 
philosophy, ethics, economics, and law. 
 
306.0974 HEL  Helmreich, William B.,  The Brooklyn nobody knows 
: an urban walking guide /Princeton University Press,  2016   
Bill Helmreich walked every block of New York City, 6,000 miles in all, 
to write the award-winning The New York Nobody Knows. Now he has 
re-walked Brooklyn’s some 816 miles, to write this one-of-a-kind 



walking guide to the city's hottest borough. Drawing on hundreds of 
conversations he had with residents during his block-by-block 
journeys, The Brooklyn Nobody Knows captures the heart and soul of a 
diverse, booming, and constantly changing borough that defines cool 
around the world. The guide covers every one of Brooklyn’s forty-four 
neighborhoods, from Greenpoint to Coney Island, providing a colorful 
portrait of each section’s most interesting, unusual, and unknown 
people, places, and things. Along the way you will learn about a 
Greenpoint park devoted to plants and trees that produce materials 
used in industry; a hornsmith who practices his craft in Prospect-
Lefferts Gardens; a collection of 1,140 stuffed animals hanging from a 
tree in Bergen Beach; a five-story Brownsville mural that depicts 
Zionist leader Theodor Herzl—and that was the brainchild of black 
teenagers; Brooklyn’s most private “yet public” beach in Manhattan 
Beach; and much, much more. An unforgettably vivid chronicle of 
today’s Brooklyn, the book can also be enjoyed without ever leaving 
home, but it’s almost guaranteed to inspire you to get out and explore 
one of the most fascinating urban areas anywhere. 
 
320.533 ALB  Albright, Madeleine Korbel,  Fascism : a warning 
/Harper, an imprint of HarperCollins Publishers,  2018  
"A personal and urgent examination of Fascism in the twentieth 
century and how its legacy shapes today's world, written by one of 
America's most admired public servants, the first woman to serve as 
U.S. secretary of state. A Fascist, observes Madeleine Albright, 'is 
someone who claims to speak for a whole nation or group, is utterly 
unconcerned with the rights of others, and is willing to use violence 
and whatever other means are necessary to achieve the goals he or 
she might have.' The twentieth century was defined by the clash 
between democracy and Fascism, a struggle that created uncertainty 
about the survival of human freedom and left millions of innocent 
people dead. Given the horrors of that experience, one might expect 
the world to reject the spiritual successors to Hitler and Mussolini 
should they arise in our era. In Fascism: A Warning, Madeleine Albright 
draws on her experiences as a child in war-torn Europe and her 
distinguished career as a diplomat to question that very assumption. 
Fascism, as Albright shows, not only endured through the course of the 



twentieth century, but now presents a more virulent threat to peace 
and justice than at any time since the end of World War II. The 
momentum toward democracy that swept the world when the Berlin 
Wall fell has gone into reverse. The United States, which has 
historically championed the free world, is led by a president who 
exacerbates popular divisions and heaps scorn on democratic 
institutions. In many countries, economic, technological, and cultural 
factors are weakening the political center and empowering the 
extremes of right and left. Contemporary leaders such as Vladimir 
Putin and Kim Jong-un are employing many of the same tactics used 
by Fascists in the 1920s and 30s. Fascism: A Warning is a book for our 
times that is relevant to all times. Written with wisdom by someone 
who has not only studied history but helped to shape it, this call to 
arms teaches us the lessons we must understand and the questions we 
must answer if we are to save ourselves from repeating the tragic 
errors of the past."--Dust jacket 
 
320.569 BEL  Belew, Kathleen,  Bring the war home : the white 
power movement and paramilitary America /Harvard University 
Press,  2018.  
The white power movement in America wants a revolution. It has 
declared all-out war against the federal government and its agents, 
and has carried out--with military precision--an escalating campaign of 
terror against the American public. Its soldiers are not lone wolves but 
are highly organized cadres motivated by a coherent and deeply 
troubling worldview of white supremacy, anticommunism, and 
apocalypse. In Bring the War Home, Kathleen Belew gives us the first 
full history of the movement that consolidated in the 1970s and 1980s 
around a potent sense of betrayal in the Vietnam War and made tragic 
headlines in the 1995 bombing of Oklahoma City. Returning to an 
America ripped apart by a war that, in their view, they were not 
allowed to win, a small but driven group of veterans, active-duty 
personnel, and civilian supporters concluded that waging war on their 
own country was justified. They unified people from a variety of 
militant groups, including Klansmen, neo-Nazis, skinheads, radical tax 
protestors, and white separatists. The white power movement 
operated with discipline and clarity, undertaking assassinations, 



mercenary soldiering, armed robbery, counterfeiting, and weapons 
trafficking. Its command structure gave women a prominent place in 
brokering intergroup alliances and bearing future recruits. Belew's 
disturbing history reveals how war cannot be contained in time and 
space. In its wake, grievances intensify and violence becomes a logical 
course of action for some. Bring the War Home argues for awareness 
of the heightened potential for paramilitarism in a present defined by 
ongoing war.-- 
 
324.973 ISI  Isikoff, Michael.  Russian roulette : the inside story of 
Putin's war on America and the election of Donald Trump /Twelve,  
2018   
Explains how Vladimir Putin and Russia hacked an American election 
as part of a covert operation to subvert the United States' democracy 
and help Donald Trump win the presidency. 
 
328.7309 SCO  Scott, Tim,  Unified : how our unlikely friendship 
gives us hope for a divided country /Tyndale House Publishers, Inc.,  
2018   
In a divided country desperate for unity, two sons of South Carolina 
show how different races, life experiences, and pathways can lead to 
a deep friendship--even in a state that was rocked to its core by the 
2015 Charleston church shooting. 
 
363.284 BUF  Buffett, Howard G.,  Our 50-state border crisis : how 
the Mexican border fuels the drug epidemic across America 
/Hachette Books,  2018.  
"Howard G. Buffett has seen first-hand the devastating impact of 
cheap Mexican heroin and other opiate cocktails across America. 
Fueled by failing border policies and lawlessness in Mexico and Central 
America, drugs are pouring over the nation's southern border in record 
quantities, turning Americans into addicts and migrants into drug 
mules--and killing us in record numbers. People often talk about 
America's insecure borders and our raging opioid crisis as if they are 
separate issues. To Buffett, a landowner on the U.S. border with 
Mexico and, after five years as a sworn law enforcement officer, now 
the sheriff of Macon County, Illinois, the two are intimately 



connected. Ineffective border policies not only put residents in border 
states like Texas and Arizona in harm's way, they put American lives in 
states such as Oregon, Pennsylvania, and Vermont at risk. Mexican 
cartels have grown astonishingly powerful by exploiting both the gaps 
in our border security strategy and the desperation of migrants--all 
while profiting enormously off America's growing addiction to drugs. 
The solution isn't a wall. In this groundbreaking and vivid book, Buffett 
takes readers to the rugged terrain of the Arizona and Texas border 
country, where the drama and heartbreak of drug smuggling and 
migrant crossings play out every day. He also takes us to Mexico and El 
Salvador, showing how devastating poverty and cartel violence spur 
migration. Supplemented by sixteen pages of Buffett's own 
photography, this book outlines a realistic, effective, and bipartisan 
approach to fighting cartels, strengthening our national security, and 
tackling the roots of the chaos south of the border."--Dust jacket. 
 
364.1323 SCH  Schweizer, Peter,  Secret empires : how the 
American political class hides corruption and enriches family and 
friends /Harper, an imprint of HarperCollinsPublishers,  2018  
In many parts of the world, the children of powerful political figures 
go into business and profit handsomely, not necessarily because they 
are good at it, but because people want to curry favor with their 
influential parents. This is a relatively new phenomenon in the U.S.; 
but for relatives of some prominent political families, we may already 
be talking about hundreds of millions of dollars. "Secret empires" 
identifies public servants who cannot be trusted and provides a path 
toward a more accountable government. 
 
581.63 HAR  Hartung, Tammi,  Cattail moonshine & milkweed 
medicine : the curious stories of 43 amazing North American native 
plants /Storey Publishing,  2016   
"History, literature, and botany meet in this charming tour of how 
humans have relied on plants to nourish, shelter, heal, clothe, and 
even entertain us. Did you know that during World War II, the US Navy 
paid kids to collect milkweed’s fluffy white floss, which was then used 
as filling for life preservers? And Native Americans in the deserts of 
the Southwest traditionally crafted tattoo needles from prickly pear 



cactus spines. These are just two of the dozens of tidbits that Tammi 
Hartung highlights in the tales of 43 native North American flowers, 
herbs, and trees that have rescued and delighted us for centuries"-- 
Publisher description. 
 
582.16 COO  Cook, Diane,  Wise trees /: Abrams,  2017   
Supported by grants from the Expedition Council of the National 
Geographic Society, Cook and Jenshel spent two years traveling to 
fifty-nine sites across five continents to photograph some of the 
world’s most historic and inspirational trees. Trees, they tell us, can 
live without us, but we cannot live without them. Not only do trees 
provide us with the oxygen we breathe, food gathered from their 
branches, and wood for both fuel and shelter, but they have been 
essential to the spiritual and cultural life of civilizations around the 
world. 
 
611.92 KAH  Kahn, Sandra,  Jaws : the story of a hidden epidemic 
/Stanford University Press,  2018   
"There's a silent epidemic in western civilization, and it is right under 
our noses. Our jaws are getting smaller and our teeth crooked and 
crowded, creating not only aesthetic challenges but also difficulties 
with breathing. Modern orthodontics has persuaded us that braces and 
oral devices can correct these problems. While teeth can certainly be 
straightened, what about the underlying causes of this rapid shift in 
oral evolution and the health risks posed by obstructed airways? 
Sandra Kahn and Paul R. Ehrlich, a pioneering orthodontist and a 
world-renowned evolutionist, respectively, present the biological, 
dietary, and cultural changes that have driven us toward this major 
health challenge. They propose simple adjustments that can alleviate 
this developing crisis, as well as a major alternative to orthodontics 
that promises more significant long-term relief. Jaws will change your 
life. Every parent should read this book." 
 
612.68 EHR  Ehrenreich, Barbara,  Natural causes : an epidemic of 
wellness, the certainty of dying, and killing ourselves to live longer 
/Twelve,  2018.  



Offers insight into healthcare practices, identifying the cellular 
sources of aging and illness and revealing that aggressive treatments 
provide an illusion of control and survivability at the cost of life 
quality. 
 
612.821 RAN  Randall, David K.  Dreamland : adventures in the 
strange science of sleep /  W.W. Norton,2012   
"An engrossing examination of the science behind the little-known 
world of sleep. Like many of us, journalist David K. Randall never gave 
sleep much thought. That is, until he began sleepwalking. One 
midnight crash into a hallway wall sent him on an investigation into 
the strange science of sleep. In Dreamland, Randall explores the 
research that is investigating those dark hours that make up nearly a 
third of our lives. Taking readers from military battlefields to 
children’s bedrooms, Dreamland shows that sleep isn't as simple as it 
seems. Why did the results of one sleep study change the bookmakers’ 
odds for certain Monday Night Football games? Do women sleep 
differently than men? And if you happen to kill someone while you are 
sleepwalking, does that count as murder? This book is a tour of the 
often odd, sometimes disturbing, and always fascinating things that go 
on in the peculiar world of sleep. You’ll never look at your pillow the 
same way again." 
 
613.25 HYM  Hyman, Mark,  Food : what the heck should I eat? /  
Little, Brown and Company,  2018  
Demystifies conflicting dietary advice to explain the crucial role of 
food in health, examining each food group to reveal what popular 
opinions have gotten right and wrong so that dieters can make 
informed choices to lose weight and promote wellness. 
 
613.69 HAN  Hanson, Jason  Survive like a spy : real CIA operatives 
reveal how they stay safe in a dangerous world and how you can 
too /TarcherPerigee,  2018   
Reveals high-stakes techniques and survival tactics from intelligence 
officers who have employed the same measures in life-or-death 
situations throughout the world. 
 



616.831 FRE  Freitas, Joshua J.  The dementia concept : 
understand, connect, engage /  Blue Sail, 2015   
"This book ... describes practical approaches that you can use to make 
interactions more pleasant and successful : by treating individuals 
with understanding, by connecting to what matters most to them, and 
by engaging them to be active participants in their own lives"-- Back 
cover. 
 
641.5636 TER  Terry, Bryant,  Vegan Soul kitchen : fresh, healthy, 
and creative African-American cuisine /  Da Capo Press, 2009   
"The mere mention of soul food brings thoughts of greasy fare and 
clogged arteries. Bryant Terry offers recipes that leave out heavy salt 
and refined sugar, “bad fats,” and unhealthy cooking techniques, and 
leave in the down-home flavor. Vegan Soul Kitchen recipes use fresh, 
whole, high-quality, healthy ingredients and cooking methods with a 
focus on local, seasonal, sustainably raised food. Terry's new recipes 
have been conceived through the prism of the African Diaspora-
cutting, pasting, reworking, and remixing African, Caribbean, African-
American, Native American, and European staples, cooking 
techniques, and distinctive dishes to create something familiar, 
comforting, and deliciously unique. Reinterpreting popular dishes from 
African and Caribbean countries as well as his favorite childhood 
dishes, Terry reinvents African-American and Southern cuisine-
capitalizing on the complex flavors of the tradition, without the 
animal products. Includes recipes for: Double Mustard Greens & 
Roasted Yam Soup; Cajun-Creole-Spiced Tempeh Pieces with Creamy 
Grits; Caramelized Grapefruit, Avocado, and Watercress Salad with 
Grapefruit Vinaigrette; and Sweet Cornmeal-Coconut Butter Drop 
Biscuits." 
 
649.1 DUB  Dubief, Alexis,  Precious little sleep : the complete 
baby sleep guide for modern parents /Lomhara Press,  2017   
The Expert, Hilarious, and Tactically Comprehensive Baby Sleep Book! 
Parenting a baby or toddler is the grandest adventure of all when 
you’re not miserably exhausted. Sleep expert Alexis Dubief, of the 
wildly popular website Precious Little Sleep, imparts effective, 
accessible, and flexible strategies based on years of research that will 



dramatically improve your child’s sleep. This book will help you tackle 
the thorniest sleep snags, including: navigating the tricky newborn 
phase like a pro; getting your child to truly sleep through the night; 
weaning off the all night buffet; mastering the precarious tango that 
is healthy napping; solving toddler and preschooler sleep struggles. If 
you’re looking for practical solutions to improve your child’s sleep in a 
book that won’t put you to sleep, this is for you! 
 
649.68 BEE  Beechick, Ruth.  You can teach your child successfully 
: grades 4 to 8 /  Mott Media,1999   
This classic gives nitty-gritty help for each subject in each grade. 
Become an informed, confident teacher, free from rigid textbooks. 
Learn how to individualize spelling; how to use "real books" in history, 
reading, and other studies; how to make arithmetic meaningful; how 
to avoid the grammar treadmill; how to develop advanced reading 
skills; and much more. Satisfied readers say "I wish I had had this 
three years ago when I began homeschooling . . . the most practical 
manual I've ever read on the subject . . . The simplicity of it all! I 
don't think any homeschooler should be without it." 
 
658.408 PAR  Partridge, Dale,  People over profit : break the 
system, live with purpose, be more successful /Nelson Books, an 
imprint of Thomas Nelson,  2015   
Established corporations have begun reevaluating the quality of their 
products, the ethics of their supply chain, and how they can give back 
by donating a portion of their profit to meaningful causes. 
Entrepreneurs who want a more responsible and compassionate 
marketplace have launched a new breed of socially focused business 
models. Partridge uncovers the seven core beliefs shared by 
consumers, starters, and leaders behind this transformation, and 
shows how they are the secret to creating a sustainable world that 
values honesty over deception, transparency over secrecy, 
authenticity over hype, and ultimately, people over profit. 
 
658.8 HOL  Holiday, Ryan,  Perennial seller : the art of making and 
marketing work that lasts /Portfolio/Penguin, an imprint of Penguin 
Random House LLC,  2017  



Bestselling author and marketer Ryan Holiday calls certain works and 
artists perennial sellers. How do they endure and thrive while most 
books, movies, songs, video games, and pieces of art disappear quickly 
after initial success? How can we create and market creative works 
that achieve longevity? Holiday explores this mystery by drawing on 
his extensive experience working with successful businesses and 
creators, as well as interviews with the minds behind some of the 
greatest perennial sellers of our time. Holiday reveals that the key to 
success for many perennial sellers is that their creators don't 
distinguish between the making and the marketing. The product's 
purpose and audience are in the creator's mind from day one. By 
thinking holistically about the relationship between their audience 
and their work, creators of all kinds improve the chances that their 
offerings will stand the test of time. --Adapted from jacket. 
 
664.58 FLE  Fleischman, Adam  Flavor bombs : the umami 
ingredients that make taste explode /Houghton Mifflin Harcourt,  
2018  
The self-taught cook and restaurateur explains how to use flavor 
principles and such ordinary ingredients as parmesan, tomatoes, and 
caramelized onions, to ratchet up the flavor of any dish, with recipes 
illustrating the techniques. 
 
741.5973 FRA  Fraction, Matt,  Big hard sex criminals.: Image 
Comics, Inc.,  2018   
When Jon and Suzie have sex, time stops -- literally. What happens 
next? They rob banks, of course. Now they must try to stay out of 
trouble, too -- and also love -- but mostly trouble, yet everything 
keeps on complicating and getting all feelings-y and stuff. Gathering 
together for the first time in full glorious color on oversized pages and 
almost entirely in the right order comes this pulse-quickening, pants-
tightening, heart-pokening third and fourth arcs of the award-winning, 
bestselling, can't-believe-this-is-actually-our-jobs sex comedy Sex 
Criminals, with bonus content (some created exclusively for this 
volume) and a modesty cover beneath the dust jacket to enable 
shame-free public consumption. 
 



741.5973 THO  Thompson, Kelly,  Hawkeye.: Marvel Worldwide, 
Inc., a subsidiary of Marvel Entertainment, LLC,  2018  
"Can Los Angeles really handle two Hawkeyes? Just as Kate Bishop 
reaches out to ask for Clint Barton's help with finding her dead 
mother, the senior bowman shows up needing help of his own. An 
unknown party is gunning for him - and their attack kicks off a wild 
chase across the City of Angels! Now, Hawkeye and Hawkeye must try 
their hardest to stay one step ahead, fully alive, and with minimal 
property damage...well, okay, with moderate property damage. But 
who has Clint and Kate in their sights, and what is their sinister 
agenda? The Hawkeyes are reunited and it feels so good!"--Amazon. 
 
779.3297 WEG  Wegman, William,  William Wegman : being human 
/Chronicle Books,  2017   
"William Wegman's whimsical photographs of his Weimaraner dogs 
have been celebrated in the art world and enjoyed by pet lovers for 
nearly four decades. In this entirely new volume, renowned 
photography curator William A. Ewing presents more than 300 images 
from the artist's personal archive, unearthing previously unseen gems 
alongside the iconic images that have made Wegman--along with 
dressed-up dogs Man Ray, Fay Ray, and others--beloved worldwide. 
Presented in sixteen thematic chapters, William Wegman: Being 
Human foregrounds the photographer's penchant for play and his 
evergreen ability to create images that are at once funny, striking, 
and surreal. Audiences of all ages will fall in love--for the first time, 
or all over again--with Wegman and his friends"--"A career-spanning 
collection of William Wegman's beloved Weimaraner photographs"-- 
 
781.66 FIN  Fine, Jon.  Your band sucks : what I saw at indie rock's 
failed revolution (but can no longer hear) /Viking,  2015   
"Jon Fine spent nearly thirty years performing and recording with 
bands that played various forms of aggressive and challenging 
underground rock music, and, as he writes in this memoir, at no point 
were any of those bands 'ever threatened, even distantly, by actual 
fame.' Yet when members of his first band, Bitch Magnet, reunited 
after twenty-one years to tour ... diehard longtime fans traveled from 
far and wide to attend those shows, despite creeping middle-age 



obligations of parenthood and 9-to-5 jobs, testament to the 
remarkable staying power of the indie culture that the bands 
predating the likes of Bitch Magnet--among them Black Flag, Mission of 
Burma, and Sonic Youth --willed into existence through sheer 
determination and a shared disdain for the mediocrity of 
contemporary popular music"--Amazon.com. 
 
787.8 DUB  Dubois, Laurent,  The banjo : America's African 
instrument /The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press,  2016   
"The banjo has been called by many names over its history, but they 
all refer to the same sound—strings humming over skin—that has eased 
souls and electrified crowds for centuries. The Banjo invites us to hear 
that sound afresh in a biography of one of America’s iconic folk 
instruments. Attuned to a rich heritage spanning continents and 
cultures, Laurent Dubois traces the banjo from humble origins, 
revealing how it became one of the great stars of American musical 
life. In the seventeenth century, enslaved people in the Caribbean and 
North America drew on their memories of varied African musical 
traditions to construct instruments from carved-out gourds covered 
with animal skin. Providing a much-needed sense of rootedness, 
solidarity, and consolation, banjo picking became an essential part of 
black plantation life. White musicians took up the banjo in the 
nineteenth century, when it became the foundation of the minstrel 
show and began to be produced industrially on a large scale. Even as 
this instrument found its way into rural white communities, however, 
the banjo remained central to African American musical performance. 
Twentieth-century musicians incorporated the instrument into styles 
ranging from ragtime and jazz to Dixieland, bluegrass, reggae, and 
pop. Versatile and enduring, the banjo combines rhythm and melody 
into a single unmistakable sound that resonates with strength and 
purpose. From the earliest days of American history, the banjo’s 
sound has allowed folk musicians to create community and joy even 
while protesting oppression and injustice." 
 
791.4502 MET  Metz, Chrissy,  This is me : loving the person you 
are today /Dey St., an imprint of William Morrow,  2018  



A book of inspirational and spiritual life lessons from the star of NBC's 
"This Is Us" examines the role of authenticity and sincerity in her 
successes, encouraging readers to claim their rightful places in a 
world that constantly undermines individuals. As Kate Pearson on the 
television show This Is Us, Metz presents a character that viewers see 
themselves in, no matter what they look like or where they come 
from. Now she shares her story, and shows how she has applied the 
lessons she learned from both setbacks and successes. She offers 
practical applications of her insights, blending love and experience. 
Metz encourages us all to claim our rightful place in a world that may 
be trying to knock us down, find our own unique gifts, and pursue our 
dreams. 
 
791.456 MAN  Mann, Lucas  Captive audience : on love and reality 
TV /Vintage Books,  2018.  
"In Lucas Mann's trademark vein--fiercely intelligent, self-deprecating, 
brilliantly observed, idiosyncratic, personal, funny, and infuriating--
Captive Audience is an appreciation of reality television wrapped 
inside a love letter to his wife, with whom he shares the guilty 
pleasure of watching "real" people bare their souls in search of 
celebrity. Captive Audience resides at the intersection of popular 
culture with the personal; the exhibitionist impulse, with the 
schadenfreude of the vicarious, and in confronting some of our most 
suspect impulses achieves a heightened sense of what it means to live 
an authentic life and what it means to love a person."--Amazon.com. 
 
791.4572 KAU  Kaufman, Amy  Bachelor nation : inside the world of 
America's favorite guilty pleasure /Dutton, 2018.   
Draws on interviews with producers and fans to present a behind-the-
scenes look at the reality television phenomenon and explores the 
show's cultural influence and significance. 
 
810.9928 DEA  Dean, Michelle,  Sharp : the women who made an 
art of having an opinion /Grove Press,  2018.  
The ten brilliant women who are the focus of Sharp came from 
different backgrounds and had vastly divergent political and artistic 
opinions. 



 
811.6 KAU  Kaur, Rupi,  The sun and her flowers /: Andrews McMeel 
Publishing,  2017  
A transcendent journey about growth and healing, ancestry and 
honoring ones roots and expatriation, and rising up to find a home 
within yourself. 
 
813.54 TAN  Tan, Amy  Where the past begins : a writer's memoir / 
Ecco, an imprint of HarperCollinsPublishers,  2017   
"From New York Times bestselling author Amy Tan, a memoir on her 
life as a writer, her childhood, and the symbiotic relationship between 
fiction and emotional memory"-- 
 
909.8312 SLO  Sloan, Stanley R.,  Transatlantic Traumas : has 
illiberalism brought the West to the brink of collapse? /Manchester 
University Press,  2018.  
"A new addition to the Pocket Politics series, Transatlantic Traumas 
takes a timely, compelling look at connections between external and 
internal threats that challenge the concept and coherence of the West 
and its leading institutions, NATO and the European Union. Frank and 
direct, in a style that's accessible for all readers, the book pulls no 
punches about the Western crisis of confidence. After discussing the 
meaning of the “West” and examining Russian and Islamist terrorist 
threats, Transatlantic Traumas assesses the main internal threats: the 
rise of radical right populist parties, Turkey's drift away from Western 
values, the Brexit shock, and the Trump Tsunami in the United States. 
Transatlantic Traumas concludes by suggesting that the West can be 
reinvigorated if the political centers in Europe and the United States 
will reassert themselves in an approach the author calls “radical 
centrist populism.” 
 
917.14 CAN 2018   
Fodor's ... Montreal & Quebec City. Fodor's Travel 
Publications,2014   
Presents guidance and tools for visitors to Montreal and Quebec City, 
including trip planning information, lodging and dining suggestions for 



different budgets, and details on history, culture, and things to see 
and do.  Includes a pullout map. 
 
917.296 BAH  Fodor's Bahamas. Fodor's Travel Guides,2014   
Fodor helps you unleash the possibilities of travel by providing the 
insightful tools you need to experience the trips you want. Although 
you’re at the helm, Fodor offers the assurance of our expertise, the 
guarantee of selectivity, and the choice details that truly define a 
destination. It’s› like having a friend in the Bahamas! Experience the 
Bahamas like a local! Fodor Bahamas includes choices for every 
traveler, from exploring deserted cays to bar hopping and boutique 
shopping, and much more! 
 
917.299 BER  Fodor's Bermuda. D. McKay. 
Fodor helps you unleash the possibilities of travel by providing the 
insightful tools you need to experience the trips you want. While 
you’re at the helm, Fodor offers the assurance of our expertise, the 
guarantee of selectivity, and the choice details that truly define a 
destination. It’s like having a friend in Bermuda! 
 
921 JAYNE  Jayne, Erika,  Pretty mess /: Gallery Books,  2018   
"Without her alter-ego Erika Jayne, Erika Girardi says she'd just be 
"another rich bitch with a plane"--so get ready for the dishy, tell-all 
memoir from show-stopping performer, model, singer, and beloved 
star of The Real Housewives of Beverly Hills, Erika Jayne.  Erika Jayne 
didn't make it this far by holding back. Now, in her first-ever memoir, 
the fan favorite star of Bravo's The Real Housewives of Beverly Hills 
bares her heart, mind, and soul.  In Pretty Mess, Erika spills on every 
aspect of her life: from her rise to fame as a daring and fiery 
pop/dance performer and singer; to her decision to accept a role on 
reality television; to the ups and downs of family life (including her 
marriage to famed lawyer Tom Girardi, thirty-three years her senior). 
There's much more to Erika Jayne than fans see on The Real 
Housewives of Beverly Hills. Pretty Mess is her opportunity to dig deep 
and tell her many-layered, unique, and inspiring life story.  As fun and 
fearless as its author, this fascinating memoir proves once and for all 



why Erika Jayne is so beloved: she's strong, confident, genuine, and 
here to tell all!"-- 
 
921 LIGHTMAN  Lightman, Alan P.,  Screening room : a memoir of 
the South /Vintage Books, a division of Penguin Random House LLC,  
2016 
"Alan Lightman's grandfather M.A. was the family's undisputed 
patriarch. It was his movie theater empire that catapulted the 
Lightmans, a Hungarian Jewish immigrant family, to prominence in 
the South, his triumphs that would both galvanize and paralyze his 
descendants. In this evocative personal history, the author chronicles 
his return to Memphis and the stifling home he had been so eager to 
flee forty years earlier. As aging uncles and aunts retell old stories, 
Alan finds himself reconsidering long-held beliefs about his larger-
than-life grandfather and his quiet, inscrutable father."--Page 4 of 
cover. 
 
921 LLOYD WEBBER  Lloyd Webber, Andrew,  Unmasked /: Harper,  
2018.   
"One of the most successful and distinguished artists of our time, 
Andrew Lloyd Webber has reigned over the musical theatre world for 
nearly five decades. The winner of numerous awards, including 
multiple Tonys and an Oscar, Lloyd Webber has enchanted millions 
worldwide with his music and numerous hit shows, including Jesus 
Christ Superstar, Evita, Cats, The Phantom of the Opera--Broadway's 
longest running show--and most recently, School of Rock. In 
Unmasked, written in his own inimitable, quirky voice, the revered, 
award-winning composer takes stock of his achievements, the twists 
of fate and circumstance that brought him both success and 
disappointment, and the passions that inspire and sustain him"--Dust 
jacket flap. 
 
921 MAILHOT  Mailhot, Terese Marie,  Heart berries : a memoir 
/Counterpoint,  2018   
"Heart Berries is a powerful, poetic memoir of a woman's coming of 
age on the Seabird Island Indian Reservation in the Pacific Northwest. 
Having survived a profoundly dysfunctional upbringing only to find 



herself hospitalized and facing a dual diagnosis of post traumatic 
stress disorder and bipolar II disorder; Terese Marie Mailhot is given a 
notebook and begins to write her way out of trauma. The triumphant 
result is Heart Berries, a memorial for Mailhot's mother, a social 
worker and activist who had a thing for prisoners; a story of 
reconciliation with her father-an abusive drunk and a brilliant artist-
who was murdered under mysterious circumstances; and an elegy on 
how difficult it is to love someone while dragging the long shadows of 
shame. Mailhot trusts the reader to understand that memory isn't 
exact, but melded to imagination, pain, and what we can bring 
ourselves to accept. Her unique and at times unsettling voice 
graphically illustrates her mental state. As she writes, she discovers 
her own true voice, seizes control of her story, and, in so doing, 
reestablishes her connection to her family, to her people, and to her 
place in the world."-- 
 
921 RICHARDS  Richards, Cecile  Make trouble : standing up, 
speaking out, and finding the courage to lead /Touchstone,  2018.  
"To make change, you have to make trouble. From Cecile Richards--
president of Planned Parenthood Federation of America and the 
Planned Parenthood Action Fund for more than a decade, daughter of 
the late Governor Ann Richards, featured speaker at the Women's 
March on Washington, and a 'heroine of the resistance' (Vogue)--comes 
a story about learning to lead and make change, based on a lifetime of 
fighting for women's rights and social justice. Cecile Richards has been 
an activist since she was taken to the principal's office in seventh 
grade for wearing an armband in protest of the Vietnam War. She had 
an extraordinary childhood in ultra-conservative Texas, where her civil 
rights attorney father and activist mother taught their kids to be 
troublemakers. In the Richards household, the 'dinner table was never 
for eating--it was for sorting precinct lists.' From the time Richards 
was a girl, she had a front-row seat to observe the rise of women in 
American politics. She watched her mother, Ann, transform from a 
housewife to an electrifying force in the Democratic party who made a 
name for herself as the straight-talking, truth-telling governor of 
Texas. But Richards also witnessed the pitfalls of public life that are 
unique to women. Her experiences paint a powerful portrait of the 



misogyny, sexism, fake news, and even the threat of violence 
confronting those who challenge authority. As a young woman, 
Richards worked as a labor organizer alongside women earning 
minimum wage, and learned that those in power don't give it up 
without a fight. Now, after years of advocacy, resistance, and 
progressive leadership, she shares her story for the first time--from 
the joy and heartbreak of activism to the challenges of raising kids, 
having a life, and making change, all at the same time. She shines a 
light on the people and lessons that have gotten her through good 
times and bad, and encourages readers to take risks, make mistakes, 
and make trouble along the way. Richards has dedicated her life to 
taking on injustice, and her memoir will inspire readers to hope and 
action."--Dust jacket. 
 
921 YOUNG  Young, Matt,  Eat the apple : a memoir /Bloomsbury 
USA, an imprint of Bloomsbury Publishing Plc,  2018.  
Matt Young joined the Marine Corps at age eighteen. The teenage 
wasteland he fled followed him to the training bases charged with 
making him a Marine. Matt survived the training and then not one, not 
two, but three deployments to Iraq. Visceral, ironic, self-lacerating, 
and ultimately redemptive, Young's story drops us unarmed into 
Marine Corps culture and lays bare the absurdism of 21st-century war, 
the manned-up vulnerability of those on the front lines, and the true, 
if often misguided, motivations that drove a young man to a life at 
war. 
 
921 ZAHARIAS  Van Natta, Don,  Wonder girl : the magnificent 
sporting life of Babe Didrikson Zaharias /  Little, Brown and Co., 
2011   
Describes the exceptional life and times of LPGA founder Babe 
Didrikson, the Texas woman who achieved All-American status in 
basketball, won gold medals in track and field in the 1932 Olympics, 
and became the first woman to play against men in a PGA 
tournament. 
 



930.1074 RED  Redman, Samuel J,  Bone rooms : from scientific 
racism to human prehistory in museums /Harvard University Press,  
2016   
"This book explores human remains as objects for research and display 
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Influenced by 
early skull collectors such as Samuel George Morton, zealous scientists 
at museums in the United States established human skeletal 
collections. Museums such as the Smithsonian Institution, the 
American Museum of Natural History, and the Field Museum of Natural 
History established their own collections. Universities soon followed, 
with bones collected for Penn, Berkeley, and Harvard. American 
Indian remains collected from the American West arrived at museums 
at an increasingly fervent pace, and the project swiftly became global 
in scope. Coinciding with a high-water mark in Euro-American 
colonialism, collecting bones became a unique and evolving expression 
of colonialism experienced through archaeological, anthropological, 
and anatomical study of race and the body via work with human 
remains collections. In revealing this story, Bone rooms shifts away 
from racial classification theories toward emerging ideas regarding 
human origins, arguing that the study of human remains contributed 
significantly to changing ideas about race and human history. These 
ideas were hotly contested, and competition to collect and exhibit 
rare human remains from around the world thrust ideas about race 
and history into the public realm through prominent museum displays 
visited by millions."--Provided by publisher. 
 
973.24 BRO  Brooks, Lisa.  Our beloved kin : a new history of King 
Philip's war /Yale University Press,  2017   
With rigorous original scholarship and creative narration, Lisa Brooks 
recovers a complex picture of war, captivity, and Native resistance 
during the “First Indian War” (later named King Philip”s War) by 
relaying the stories of Weetamoo, a female Wampanoag leader, and 
James Printer, a Nipmuc scholar, whose stories converge in the 
captivity of Mary Rowlandson. Through both a narrow focus on 
Weetamoo, Printer, and their network of relations, and a far broader 
scope that includes vast Indigenous geographies, Brooks leads us to a 
new understanding of the history of colonial New England and of 



American origins. Brooks’s pathbreaking scholarship is grounded not 
just in extensive archival research but also in the land and 
communities of Native New England, reading the actions of actors 
during the seventeenth century alongside an analysis of the landscape 
and interpretations informed by tribal history. 
 
973.933 COR  Corsi, Jerome R.,  Killing the Deep State : the fight to 
save President Trump /Humanix Books,  2018   
Argues that there is a secret conspiracy between leftist extremists, 
the mainstream media, government holdovers from the previous 
administration, and shadowy forces within the U.S. intelligence 
community to destroy the Trump presidency, and explains what Trump 
must do to prevail. 
 
975.5295 MCE  McElya, Micki,  The politics of mourning : death and 
honor in Arlington National Cemetery /Harvard University Press,  
2016.   
An active cemetery that averages thirty interments every weekday, 
Arlington National Cemetery receives four million visitors each year 
who come to pay their respects to those who have sacrificed their 
lives to defend and protect the nation through war and peace. It is a 
sacred shrine in the popular imagination; hallowed ground that stands 
not only for those buried within but also for the ideals for which they 
died and which continue to require honor and respect from all 
American citizens. As perhaps the most critical site of collective 
mourning and remembrance in the country, Arlington has become an 
icon of American patriotism and national identity. Micki McElya delves 
deeply into the historical past to get beyond the popular narratives 
and guides to this favorite tourist destination that is so heavily 
invested with national honor and reverence. In doing so, she gives us a 
full history of the cemetery as a physical place that has been shaped 
and transformed by the political and cultural aims and circumstances 
of succeeding generations. 
 

LARGE PRINT 
 



LP BALDACCI  Baldacci, David,  The fallen: Grand Central Publishing 
Large Print,  2018.  
Amos Decker is the Memory Man. Following a football-related head 
injury that altered his personality, Decker is now unable to forget 
even the smallest detail--as much a curse as it is a blessing. And in #1 
New York Times bestselling author David Baldacci's gripping new 
thriller, Decker's life might be about to change again. Something 
sinister is going on in Baronville. The rust belt town has seen four 
bizarre murders in the space of two weeks. Cryptic clues left at the 
scenes--obscure bible verses, odd symbols--have the police stumped. 
Amos Decker and his FBI colleague Alex Jamison are in Baronville 
visiting Alex's sister and her family. It's a bleak place: a former mill 
and mining town with a crumbling economy and rampant opioid 
addiction. Decker has only been there a few hours when he stumbles 
on a horrific double murder scene. Then the next killing hits 
sickeningly close to home. And with the lives of people he cares about 
suddenly hanging in the balance, Decker begins to realize that the 
recent string of deaths may be only one small piece of a much larger 
scheme--with consequences that will reach far beyond Baronville. 
Decker, with his singular talents, may be the only one who can crack 
this bizarre case. Only this time--when one mistake could cost him 
everything--Decker finds that his previously infallible memory may not 
be so trustworthy after all. 
 
LP BOHJALIAN  Bohjalian, Chris,  The flight attendant : a novel 
/Random House Large Print,  2018  
"From the New York Times bestselling author of The Guest Room, a 
powerful story about the ways an entire life can change in one night: 
A flight attendant wakes up in the wrong hotel, in the wrong bed, with 
a dead man - and no idea what happened. Cassandra Bowden is no 
stranger to hungover mornings. She's a binge drinker, her job with the 
airline making it easy to find adventure, and the occasional blackouts 
seem to be inevitable. She lives with them, and the accompanying 
self-loathing. When she awakes in a Dubai hotel room, she tries to 
piece the previous night back together, counting the minutes until she 
has to catch her crew shuttle to the airport. She quietly slides out of 
bed, careful not to aggravate her already pounding head, and looks at 



the man she spent the night with. She sees his dark hair. His utter 
stillness. And blood, a slick, still wet pool on the crisp white sheets. 
Afraid to call the police - she's a single woman alone in a hotel room 
far from home - Cassie begins to lie. She lies as she joins the other 
flight attendants and pilots in the van. She lies on the way to Paris as 
she works the first class cabin. She lies to the FBI agents in New York 
who meet her at the gate. Soon it's too late to come clean-or face the 
truth about what really happened back in Dubai. Could she have killed 
him? If not, who did? Set amid the captivating world of those whose 
lives unfold at forty thousand feet, The Flight Attendant unveils a 
spellbinding story of memory, of the giddy pleasures of alcohol and 
the devastating consequences of addiction, and of murder far from 
home"-- 
 
LP PATTERSON  Patterson, James,  Red alert /: Little, Brown and 
Company,  2018  
The NYPD Red task force is providing security for a big fundraising 
event when a fatal blast rocks the room, stirring memories of the 9/11 
attacks. 
 

AUDIO-VISUAL 
 
CD 269 GRA  Nuesch, Hanspeter,  Ruth and Billy Graham : the 
legacy of a couple /Brilliance Audio  2013  
"She was born in 1920 on the east coast of China, the daughter of an 
American missionary doctor in the midst of civil war. He was born the 
son of a dairy farmer in 1918 in Charlotte, North Carolina, where 
milking cows was a daily chore. Together they would live a life of 
influence neither could have imagined on their own. No one has 
preached the gospel to more people than evangelist Billy Graham. But 
behind this exceptional man is an equally exceptional woman who 
made his global ministry possible. Through her constant love, support, 
prayers, and personal ministry, Ruth helped shape Billy's tireless work 
for the kingdom of God. Now you can get to know this couple 
intimately in the first biography that focuses on both Billy and Ruth. 
This engaging book is endorsed by Billy Graham and tells many 
personal stories not yet known to wider public; it also includes more 



than one hundred photos, some never before published. Discover how 
their devotion to God and to each other allowed them to influence 
generations of believers and bring the life-giving message of 
forgiveness in Jesus's name to the masses. The intimate story of one 
couple who lived for God--and for each other. In everything, Ruth and 
Billy Graham worked as a team guided by a set of values. These values 
influenced every action, from how they raised their children and 
talked with their neighbors to how they approached public life. Values 
like humility, integrity, grace, and authenticity. Full of anecdotes that 
reveal a winsome couple completely committed to one another and 
their mission, this biography uncovers the foundation of faith and love 
that made the life, ministry, and legacy of this influential couple 
possible. See the Grahams as you've never seen them before" -- 
Publisher description 
 
CD 796.332 BIS  Bissinger, Buzz,  Friday night lights : a town, a 
team, and a dream /Recorded Books,  2015   
The 25th anniversary edition of the #1 New York Times bestseller and 
Sports Illustrated's best football book of all time, with a new 
afterword by the author. Return once again to the timeless account of 
the Permian Panthers of Odessa-the winningest high-school football 
team in Texas history. Socially and racially divided, Odessa isn't known 
to be a place big on dreams, but every Friday night from September to 
December, when the Panthers play football, dreams can come true. 
With frankness and compassion, H. G. Bissinger unforgettably captures 
a season in the life of Odessa and shows how single-minded devotion 
to the team shapes the community and inspires-and sometimes 
shatters-the teenagers who wear the Panthers' uniforms. 
 
CD 921 CAT  Undset, Sigrid,  Catherine of Siena / Ignatius 
Press,2009   
This is a biography of a 14th century woman called upon to make 
peace among warring nobles, who traveled to Avignon to convince 
Pope Gregory XI to return to Italy. 
 
CD 921 LEW  Lewis, C. S.  Surprised by joy : the shape of my early 
life /Blackstone Audiobooks,  2000   



In this book C.S. Lewis tells of his search for joy, a spiritual journey 
that led him from the Christianity of his early youth into atheism and 
then back to Christianity. 
 
CD LEN  L'Engle, Madeleine.  The joys of love / Macmillan 
Audiobook/Crosswicks, Ltd.,2008   
After graduating from college in 1941, Elizabeth Jerrold pursues her 
dream of becoming a stage actress, landing a position as an 
apprentice in a summer theater company where she hones her acting 
skills and falls in love with an aspiring director. 
 
DVD  SPY  Spy game Universal,2002   
Retiring CIA agent Nathan Muir recalls his training of Tom Bishop while 
working against agency politics to free him from his Chinese captors. 
 
DVD 330.9 ASC  The ascent of money: a financial history of the 
world /  Distributed by PBS Distribution,2009   
Bestselling author, economist and historian Niall Ferguson takes a look 
at how money evolved, from the concept of credit and debt in the 
Renaissance to the emergence of a global economy and the subprime 
crisis we face today. 
 
DVD 347.73 TRI  The trials of Darryl Hunt Distributed by 
Thinkfilm,2007   
Chronicling this capital case from 1984-2004, filmmakers Ricki Stern 
and Annie Sundberg painstakingly frame the judicial and emotional 
responses to a chilling crime, and the implications surrounding Darryl 
Hunt's wrongful conviction. 
 
DVD 371.9 ADD  The address /: PBS Distribution,  2014   
"At the tiny Greenwood School in the small New England town of 
Putney, Vermont, its roughly 50 students, boys from the ages 11 to 17, 
are asked each year to memorize the Gettysburg Address. This would 
be a daunting assignment for any student, but the boys at Greenwood 
all suffer from learning differences that have made their personal, 
academic and social progress extremely challenging. As the students 
come to terms with the address's simple message of freedom, equality 



and democracy, they are seen to grow in self-confidence as they 
confront past failures and humiliations, ultimately opening the door to 
what Lincoln himself described as 'a new birth of freedom'. 
Interweaving the history of this most famous of American speeches 
with the contemporary journey of the boys at Greenwood, the film 
reveals the timeless resonance of Lincoln's words, while culminating in 
the triumph of the human spirit"--Container 
 
DVD 569.9 BOL  The boldest hoax / the story of Piltdown Man /  
WGBH Video,2005   
Who Created Piltdown Man--Science's Most Notorious Fraud?  For 40 
years, a fossil skull discovered in Piltdown, England, was hailed as the 
missing link between apes and humans. Then, in 1953, new scientific 
tests revealed the shocking truth-"Piltdown Man" was a fake!  But who 
could have perpetrated the hoax? Was it the amateur archaeologist, 
Charles Dawson, who dug up most of the bones? Or the eminent 
museum curator, Sir Arthur Smith Woodward of Britain's Natural 
History Museum, who won fame by presenting the reconstructed skull 
to an eager public in 1912? Could it even have been Sir Arthur Conan 
Doyle, the creator of Sherlock Holmes, who lived near Piltdown?  With 
more red herrings and false trails than an Agatha Christie whodunit, 
The Boldest Hoax digs into intriguing new clues from archives at the 
Natural History Museum, and delves into the skullduggery and national 
pride that led a handful of faked bones to hoodwink a generation of 
leading scientists.  Go deep into the archives of Britain's Natural 
History Museum, where intriguing documents shed new light on this 
notorious case. 
 
DVD 599.75 CHE  The cheetah children: PBS, Distributed by PBS 
Distribution,  2017  
The forested hills of Zimbabwe may not seem like typical cheetah 
habitat. But it's here that cinematographer Kim Wolhuter forges an 
amazing relationship with a wild cheetah family. For two years, he 
shadows a mom and her cubs to reveal what it takes to turn cubs into 
predators. Along the way, he discovers the heartbreak and triumph 
every cheetah mother must face as she raises the next generation. 
 



DVD 781.65 BRU  Brubeck, Dave.  Dave Brubeck live in '64 & '66 
Reelin' in the Years Productions ; | Naxos,2007   
Dave Brubeck boasts two beautifully filmed concerts from one of the 
most beloved quartets in jazz history. Captured at the pinnacle of 
their power and popularity, Paul Desmond (alto sax), Joe Morello 
(drums), Eugene Wright (bass) and Dave Brubeck (piano) explore the 
trails they blazed into the realm of odd time signatures with "Forty 
Days" and two versions of their groundbreaking hit "Take Five", as well 
as forays into world music with two unique interpretations of "Koto 
Song". Their intimate onstage chemistry and impeccable musicianship 
made the DBQ an award-winning jazz supergroup 
 
DVD 781.65 COL  John Coltrane live in '60, '61 & '65 Reelin' in the 
Years Productions ; | Naxos,2007   
Three separate shows reveal Coltrane's ascending creative arc from 
hard bop innovation as a member of the Miles Davis Quartet to 
consummate bandleader to unrivalled jazz visionary. 
 
DVD 921 DAVIS  The Miles Davis story Sony Music Entertainment, 
Inc. : | Manufactured by Columbia Music Video,2002   
A definitive look at the man and his music, interweaving rare 
interviews with Miles and insights and memories of his family, friends, 
and many of the great musicians who played with him during his long 
career. 
 
DVD 972.920 LIF  Life and debt / New Yorker Video,2001   
Jamaica became an independent country from Great Britain in 1962. It 
is the land of sea, sand and sun ... but it is also a prime example of 
the complexities of economic globalization on the world's developing 
countries. Effectively portrays the relationship between Jamaican 
poverty and the practices of international lending agencies while 
driving home the devastating consequences of globalization. 
 
DVD ALL  All the money in the world: Sony Pictures Home 
Entertainment,  2018   
Follows the kidnapping of 16-year-old John Paul Getty III and the 
desperate attempt by his devoted mother, Gail, to convince his 



billionaire grandfather to pay the ransom.  When Getty Sr. refuses, 
Gail attempts to sway him as her son's captors become increasingly 
volatile and brutal.  With her son's life in the balance, Gail and Getty 
Sr.'s adviser become unlikely allies in the race against time that 
ultimately reveals the true and lasting value of love over money. 
Inspired by historical events. Certain scenes, characters and dialogue 
have been fictionalized for dramatic purposes. 
 
DVD BAL S.3  Ballykissangel : Series three  BBC Video : | Distributed 
by Warner Home Video,2004   
Life is a challenge for any priest in a small mountain town, and Father 
Peter Clifford struggles to save his parishioners' souls without falling 
himself...for the local barkeep, Assumpta Fitzgerald. Series Three is 
the dramatic conclusion of Peter and Assumpta's story, long awaited 
by fans of the original series.  
 
 
DVD BIG S.4 V.3  Big love.: HBO Home Entertainment ; Warner 
Home Video, distributor,  2010  
For years, Bill Henrickson wished for a world free from the corrupt 
'Prophet' of Juniper Creek, Roman Grant. Now that Roman appears to 
be out of the picture, Bill and his family can breathe easily, or can 
they? Bill launches another business venture: a Mormon-friendly 
casino. At the same time, Bill eschews a chance to seize the Prophet 
mantle at Juniper Creek in favor of an even more high-profile calling: 
running for State Senate in Utah. 
 
DVD BIL  Biloxi blues / Universal Pictures,1988   
Matthew Broderick stars as a naïve army recruit looking for action - 
though not the battle kind - in Neil Simon's hilarious comedy about 
boot camp during WWII.The year is 1945 and Eugene Morris Jerome 
(Broderick) finds himself far from the comforts of his Brooklyn home 
after being sent to basic training in Biloxi, Mississippi. Expecting the 
army to be dolls, doughnuts and USO dances, he instead encounters a 
tough drill sergeant (Christopher Walken) and a platoon of often 
hostile recruits. Armed with only his sense of humor, Eugene is 
determined to leave camp with everything he came in with… except 



his virginity, in this light-hearted look at one man's determined plan to 
march to his own beat.  
 
 
DVD BON 9  Live and let die Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer : | Twentieth 
Century Fox Home Entertainment,2012   
James Bond battles the forces of black magic in this high-octane 
adventure that hurtles him from the streets of New York City to 
Louisiana's bayou country.  With charm, wit and deadly assurance, 
Roger Moore steps in as Agent 007 and takes on a powerful drug lord 
with a diabolical scheme to conquer the world. 
 
DVD BUR  The burning bed MGM DVD : | MGM Home 
Entertainment,2004   
This film is based on the true story of Francine Hughes, a battered 
housewife who was prosecuted in 1977 for dousing her abusive 
husband with gasoline and setting him on fire as he slept. 
 
DVD CAB  Cabaret Warner Home Video,2003   
Sally Bowles, an American cabaret singer in 1930s Berlin, becomes 
involved in the rise of the Nazi party. 
 
DVD CAN  Cannibal: the musical /  Troma Team Video,2000   
A gory musical farce loosely related to the story of the Alferd Packer 
expedition of miners into Colorado and resulting trial of Packer for 
cannibalism. Contains considerable violence 
 
DVD CHI  The child in time: PBS Distribution,  2018  
Three years after his daughter went missing, children's author Stephen 
Lewis struggles to find purpose in his life without her. His wife Julie 
has left him, and his best friends Charles and Thelma have retired to 
the countryside, battling demons of their own. With tenderness and 
insight, the movie explores a marriage devastated, the loss of 
childhood, the fluidity of time, grief, hope, and acceptance. 
 
DVD DIE 1  Die hard Twentieth Century Fox Home 
Entertainment,2004   



High above the city of Los Angeles a team of terrorists has seized a 
building, taken hostages, and declared war. But one man has escaped 
detection - an off-duty New York City cop, John McClane, newly 
arrived in L.A. to spend the Christmas holiday with his estranged wife 
and their kids. But as McClane waits for his wife's office party to break 
up, the terrorists seize control - and all hell is about to break loose. 
 
DVD DJA  The Django collection. TGG Direct,2013   
Django is a fictional Western character who first appeared in a 1966 
Italian western film. This six film set highlights the main themes by 
which Django lives. 
 
DVD EQU  The equalizer  Sony Pictures Home Entertainment,2014   
When he meets a young girl under the control of violent Russian 
gangsters, a man who thought he had left his Special Forces past 
behind him finds himself compelled to help her. 
 
DVD ESC  Escape from New York MGM Home Entertainment,2003   
In a world ravaged by crime, the entire island of Manhattan has been 
converted into a prison which houses the world's most brutal inmates. 
And when the President of the United States crash lands inside, only 
one man can bring him back: Snake Plissken, a notorious outlaw and 
former Special Forces war hero who, in exchange for a full pardon, 
descends into the decayed city and wages a blistering war against the 
captors. But time is short: in 24 hours, an explosive charge planted 
inside Snake's body will end the mission-- and his life-- unless he 
succeeds! 
 
DVD EVE  Evelyn MGM Home Entertainment,2002   
In 1953, Desmond Doyle takes on the Irish family law system and the 
Catholic Church in a bid to be reunited with his children. Despite a 
strong work ethic, Desmond has a hard time holding on to steady 
work. Desmond's wife walks out on the relationship and his sporadic 
employment eventually attracts the attention of the law. A court 
order sends his two sons and young daughter to separate Catholic 
orphanages until Desmond can prove he's capable of properly 



supporting them. However, Desmond discovers merely getting work is 
not enough to bring his children back to him. 
 
DVD FAM  Family guy. Distributed by Twentieth Century Fox Home 
Entertainment,2007   
The Griffin clan puts a spin on the greatest sci-fi saga ever told! With 
Peter playing the swashbuckling Han Solo, Lois as the sexy Princess 
Leia, Chris as an adolescent Luke Skywalker, Brian as well-spoken 
Chewbacca and Stewie finally embracing his dark side as Darth Vader. 
Filled with outrageous gags, spaced-outs droids and more intergalactic 
satire than you can shake a lightsaber at. 
 
DVD FAM  Family guy : something, something, something darkside.  
Fox,2009   
The story of The Empire Strikes Back is retold. Darth Vader (Stewie) is 
hunting the rebel Luke Skywalker (Chris) and his troops relentlessly 
across the galaxy. On the ice planet Hoth, Luke has a vision of his late 
mentor Obi-Wan Kenobi (Herbert), telling him to go to the Dagobah 
system to learn the ways of the Force under Jedi Master Yoda (Carl). 
Meanwhile Princess Leia (Lois) finds herself taking a shine to the 
scruffy pilot Han Solo (Peter) and, against all odds, the two soon fall 
in love. But an encounter with Han’s old friend Lando Calrissian (Mort) 
lands them in the clutches of the Empire. Envisioning this, Luke 
chooses to forgo his Jedi training to save his friends. It all comes to a 
head in a climactic confrontation with Darth Vader himself.  
 
DVD FLO  The Florida project: Lions Gate Entertainment,  2018  
Language throughout, disturbing behavior, sexual references and some 
drug material. | Set over one summer, the film follows precocious six 
year old Moonee as she courts mischief and adventure with her ragtag 
playmates and bonds with her rebellious but caring mother, all while 
living in the shadows of Disney World. 
 
DVD FOR  For me and my gal MGM/UA Home Video,2004   
Musical comedy about a vaudeville song-and-dance team who buck 
tough times and World War I on their way to success in show business. 
 



DVD GLA  The glass castle /: Lionsgate,  2017  
Chronicling the adventures of an eccentric, resilient and tight-knit 
family and a young woman who, influenced by the joyfully wild nature 
of her deeply dysfunctional father, found the fiery determination to 
carve out a successful life on her own terms. 
 
DVD GRE  Grease Paramount Pictures,2001   
A musical about the fabulous 50's. This edition includes retrospective 
interviews with principal stars, the director and producer. 
 
DVD GUY  Guys and dolls MGM Home Entertainment,2000   
A gentleman-gambler falls in love with a missionary, while a floating 
crap-game operator avoids marriage to his long-time fiancée. 
 
DVD HIG  High noon Distributed by Lionsgate,2008   
A retiring lawman, about to leave town with his new bride, seeks 
allies among the fearful townspeople and finds none when an outlaw 
he put in prison returns with his gang to take revenge. 
 
DVD HOL  The Holly & the Ivy Studio Canal, 2009   
The Holly and The Ivy is a heart warming tale set in post-war Britain.  
 
DVD I AM  I am Gaiam,2011   
The story of a successful Hollywood director, Tom Shadyac, who 
experienced a life-threatening head injury, and his ensuing journey to 
try and answer two very basic questions: 'What's wrong with the 
world?' and 'What can be done about it?' With a film crew of four, Tom 
visits some of today's great minds, including authors, poets, teachers, 
religious leaders, and scientists, searching for the fundamental 
endemic problem that causes all the other problems, while reflecting 
on his own life choices. 
 
DVD JUM  Jumanji :: Sony Pictures Home Entertainment,  2018   
Four teenagers in detention discover an old video game console with a 
game they've never heard of.  When they decide to play, they are 
immediately sucked into the jungle world of Jumanji, literally 
becoming the adult avatars they chose. They'll have to complete the 



adventure of their lives filled with fun, thrills, and danger or be stuck 
in game forever! 
 
DVD KWI  Kwik stop /: Genius Entertainment,  2005   
An edgy, engaging tale about a traveling grifter called Lucky, who 
decides to hit the road for California and knock off a few stores along 
the way. A moving depiction of the high-stakes lives and loves of con-
artist America. 
 
DVD LAS  Last men in Aleppo /: Grasshopper Film,  2018   
Syrian filmmaker Feras Fayyad's breathtaking work, a searing example 
of boots-on-the-ground reportage, follows the efforts of the 
internationally recognized White Helmets, an organization consisting 
of ordinary citizens who are the first to rush towards military strikes 
and attacks in the hope of saving lives. 
 
DVD MAR  Marple. Acorn Media, 2005   
These four lavish productions are all-new adaptations of Christie 
classics. 
 
DVD MIN  A mind to murder Lance Entertainment ; | distributed by 
Koch Vision,2005   
Investigating a savage death at an exclusive psychiatric clinic, 
Dalgliesh is caught in a whirlwind of political intrigue and deceit. 
 
DVD MIS  The mission Warner Home Video,2003   
An epic about a man of the sword and a man of the cloth who unite to 
shield the Guarani South American Indian tribe from brutal 
subjugation by 18th-century colonial empires. 
 
DVD MOL  Molly's game: Universal Pictures Home Entertainment,  
2018  
The true story of Molly Bloom, an Olympic-class skier who ran the 
world's most exclusive high-stakes poker game and became an FBI 
target. 
 
DVD MUT  Mutiny on the Bounty Warner Home Video,1935  



Sailors on the Bounty mutiny against the cruel tyranny of Captain 
Bligh. 
 
DVD ODD  The odd couple Paramount Pictures,2000   
Two divorced men (one is fastidious, the other is a slob) share a New 
York apartment. 
 
DVD ON  On the waterfront Columbia Tristar Home 
Entertainment,2001   
An ex-fighter gets a job working on the gang-ridden waterfront under 
a crooked gangster boss. 
 
DVD OX  The Ox-Bow incident video recording/ Twentieth Century 
Fox Home Entertainment,2003   
A cowboy tries to prevent three wandering travelers from being 
unjustly lynched for murder. 
 
DVD PRO  Professor Marston and the Wonder Women: Sony Pictures 
Home Entertainment,  2018   
The story of psychologist William Moulton Marston, the polyamorous 
relationship between his wife and his mistress, the creation of his 
beloved comic book character Wonder Woman, and the controversy 
the comic generated. 
 
DVD PUR  The purge ; The purge : anarchy Universal Studios Home 
Entertainment,  2015  
The Purge: If you could commit any crime without consequences, what 
would you do? From the producer of Paranormal Activity and Sinister, 
comes an inventive thriller that dares you to survive the most 
dangerous night in America, The Purge, when all crime is legal for 12 
hours. | The Purge, anarchy: It takes to the streets, for the country's 
yearly 12 hours of anarchy, when all crime is legal. This story follows 
an unlikely group of five strangers over the course of the night. 
 
DVD ROG  Rodgers & Hammerstein the sound of movies /  A&E Home 
Video : | New Video Group distributor,1995   



Excerpts from the film versions of seven Rodgers & Hammerstein 
musicals: State Fair, Oklahoma!, Carousel, The King and I, South 
Pacific, Flower Drum Song, and The Sound of Music. Shirley Jones 
provides introductions and historical background 
 
DVD ROM  Romero Distributed by Vision Video,1989   
Romero is the true story of the Catholic priest Archbishop Oscar 
Romero who lived in El Salvador during the political unrest in the 
1970s. The government launched a 'terror campaign' against the 
guerillas in an attempt to crush them. Archbishop Romero's protests 
against governments' actions was perceived as disloyalty. As an 
example to others, the government began to destroy churches and 
murder priests. Despite persecution, Romero continued to speak out 
against the atrocities the government was committing against the 
people of El Salvador, until his assassination. 
 
DVD SAV  Saving Private Ryan DreamWorks Home 
Entertainment,1998   
Captain John Miller must take his men behind enemy lines to find 
Private Ryan, whose three brothers have been killed in combat. Faced 
with impossible odds, the men question their orders. Why are eight 
men risking their lives to save just one? Surrounded by the brutal 
realities of war each man searches for his own answer and the 
strength to triumph over an uncertain future with honor, decency and 
courage. 
 
DVD SLE  The sleep room / Direct Source Special Products Inc.,2005   
At the height of the Cold War, the C.I.A. secretly funded Dr. Ewen 
Cameron, director of the Allan memorial Institute, and his 
experimental research into brainwashing techniques. Twenty-five 
years later, the last nine survivors of those gruesome experiments 
fight to expose the truth. 
 
DVD SON  A son's promise /:  2004   
True story of a 15 yr old Georgia boy who promises his dying mother to 
keep his family of 7 brothers together. 
 



DVD STR  Strictly background. Connell Creations : | Anthem 
Pictures,2008   
This documentary follows ten background actors as they navigate their 
way on and off the set. 
 
DVD TEN  The ten commandments Paramount,2011   
Filmed in Egypt and the Sinai with one of the biggest sets ever 
constructed for a motion picture, this version tells the story of the life 
of Moses. Once favored in the Pharaoh's household, Moses turned his 
back on a privileged life to lead his people to freedom. Now 
celebrating its 55th anniversary, this film has been fully restored. 
 
DVD VER  The verdict 20th Century Fox Home Entertainment,2007   
An alcoholic, failed attorney is reduced to ambulance chasing. A 
friend gives him a supposedly easy malpractice case which turns out to 
be a last chance at redeeming himself and his career. 
 
DVD VER  A very long engagement Warner Home Video,2003   
Mathilde is waiting desperately for her fiancé to return from the war. 
When bad news arrives she refuses to believe he is dead. Instead, she 
begins her own investigation into his infantry, hiring a private 
detective and piecing together his war stories. 
 
DVD VIC  Victoria & Abdul: Universal Pictures ,  2017   
Story of the relationship between Queen Victoria and her Indian 
Muslim servant Abdul Karim. 
 
DVD WIN  Win-win 20th Century Fox Home Entertainment,2011   
Mike Flaherty is a lovable yet long-suffering lawyer and high school 
wrestling coach. When he comes across a teenage runaway who also 
happens to be a champion wrestler, Mike's luck turns around in 
spectacular fashion. But his win-win situation soon becomes more 
complicated than he ever imagined when the boy's family affairs come 
into play. 
 
MUSIC LATIN FONSI, LUIS  Fonsi, Luis,  Despacito & my greatest hits 
/: Universal Music Latino,  2017. 2017   



 
MUSIC POP/ROCK HITS OF THE 40'S  #1 hits of the 1940's / Sony 
Music Special Products,2001   
 
TV DVD ATL S.1  Atlanta.: Twentieth Century Fox Home 
Entertainment,  2018   
Atlanta follows two cousins who work through the Atlanta music scene 
in order to better their lives and the lives of their families. 
 
TV DVD BET S.3  Better call Saul : Sony Pictures Home 
Entertainment,  2018  
In Better Call Saul Season 3, Jimmy McGill takes a decisive step in his 
transformation into Breaking Bad's infamous criminal lawyer, Saul 
Goodman. When Chuck begins a legal vendetta against his younger 
brother, he pushes Jimmy's faltering moral compass to the limit. How 
far will Jimmy go to defend his law practice - and his fledgling 
romance with Kim? Meanwhile, Mike searches for a mysterious 
adversary, leading him deep into the enigmatic criminal world of Gus 
Fring.  
 
TV DVD BIG S.4 V.1  Big love.: HBO Home Entertainment ; Warner 
Home Video, distributor,  2010  
For years, Bill Henrickson wished for a world free from the corrupt 
'Prophet' of Juniper Creek, Roman Grant. Now that Roman appears to 
be out of the picture, Bill and his family can breathe easily, or can 
they? Bill launches another business venture: a Mormon-friendly 
casino. At the same time, Bill eschews a chance to seize the Prophet 
mantle at Juniper Creek in favor of an even more high-profile calling: 
running for State Senate in Utah. 
 
TV DVD BIG S.4 V.2  Big love.: HBO Home Entertainment ; Warner 
Home Video, distributor,  2010  
For years, Bill Henrickson wished for a world free from the corrupt 
'Prophet' of Juniper Creek, Roman Grant. Now that Roman appears to 
be out of the picture, Bill and his family can breathe easily, or can 
they? Bill launches another business venture: a Mormon-friendly 
casino. At the same time, Bill eschews a chance to seize the Prophet 



mantle at Juniper Creek in favor of an even more high-profile calling: 
running for State Senate in Utah. 
 
TV DVD FAE  Faerie Tale Theatre / Hallmark Entertainment 
Distribution Co. ; | Distributed by Starmaker II, LLC,2005   
26 episodes of the award-winning television series originally televised 
from 1982-87. 
 
TV DVD HAN S.1  The handmaid's tale: Twentieth Century Fox 
Home Entertainment,  2017   
A religion-based autocracy has taken over most of the United States, 
renaming the country Gilead. In this country women are second-class 
citizens. Anyone trying to escape is punished. One such person is June, 
who is captured while trying to escape with her husband and child and 
is sentenced to be a handmaid, bearing children for childless 
government officials. As a handmaid, June is renamed Offred. This is 
her story. 
 
TV DVD MAR S.1  Marcus Welby, M.D. Shout Factory,2010   
Marcus Welby is a kind family practitioner who tackles many sensitive 
and controversial health and social issues that are still topical today. 
He is helped by his young assistant Dr. Steven Kiley, and 
secretary/nurse Consuelo Lopez. Includes A Matter of Humanities two 
hour TV movie pilot. 
 
TV DVD MAS S.1  Master of none.: Universal Studios Home 
Entertainment,  2017   
Dev is a 30-year-old actor in New York who has trouble deciding what 
he wants to eat, much less the pathway for the rest of his life. 
Ambitious, funny, cinematic, and personal, Dev's story takes him 
through subjects as diverse as the plight of the elderly, the immigrant 
experience, and how to find the most delicious pasta for dinner. 
 
TV DVD MUR S.1  Murphy Brown. Warner Home Video,2005   
Murphy Brown is an outspoken TV journalist, who along with her 
quirky cohorts of the top-rated newsmagazine show, FYI, struggles to 
handle personal and professional problems with humor and insight. 



 
TV DVD POR S.7  Portlandia.: Unobstructed View,  2017   
A series of hilarious character-based shorts all of which take place in 
the creators' dreamy and absurd rendering of Portland, Oregon--where 
'90s culture reigns supreme and political correctness is all the rage. 
 
TV DVD SIN S.1  The sinner.: Universal Pictures Home 
Entertainment,  2018   
The story follows a young mother who, when on a day trip with her 
husband and son, commits a startling act of violence and, to her 
horror, has no idea why. The event launches an inverted and utterly 
surprising crime thriller whose driving force is not the 'who' or the 
'what,' but the 'why.' When an investigator finds himself obsessed with 
uncovering the woman's buried motive, together they travel a 
harrowing journey into the depths of her psyche. 
 
TV DVD SON V.1 D.1  Son of the beach. 20th Century Fox Home 
Entertainment,2003   
The first 21 episodes of the television show. A comedy parody of 
Baywatch, revolving around the lifeguards in Malibu Adjacent. 
 
TV DVD SON V.1 D.2  Son of the beach. 20th Century Fox Home 
Entertainment,2003   
The first 21 episodes of the television show. A comedy parody of 
Baywatch, revolving around the lifeguards in Malibu Adjacent. 
 
TV DVD SON V.1 D.3  Son of the beach. 20th Century Fox Home 
Entertainment,2003   
The first 21 episodes of the television show. A comedy parody of 
Baywatch, revolving around the lifeguards in Malibu Adjacent. 


